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Abstract:  Ischemic stroke is a leading cause of morbidity and mortality. Current therapies are 
now available to open occluded large vessels to reinstate blood flow, but patients with 
successful recanalization may not have good clinical outcomes. This discrepancy is due, in part, 
to continued microvascular obstruction, and improving downstream microvascular blood flow 
may improve stroke outcomes in our NeuroICU and interventional neuroradiology patients. 
P450 eicosanoids are lipid signaling molecules, derived from arachidonic acid, that are critical 
regulators of microvascular blood flow, and whose levels are known to be altered during stroke. 
Yet, the receptor mediating these effects was unknown. Recently, GPR39 was identified by our 
group to be a dual sensor of two P450 eicosanoids: the microvascular dilator 14,15-EET and 
constrictor 15-HETE. GPR39 is expressed in cells that have vasoactive implications such as 
arteriolar vascular smooth muscle cells and peri-capillary pericytes. Thus, GPR39 is in a unique 
position to sense the balance of vasoactive eicosanoids and modulate microvascular blood flow 
during stroke. In Aim 1, I will transiently occlude the middle cerebral artery (MCAO) of GPR39 
transgenic knock-out (KO) mice and their wild type (WT) littermates to assess for infarct size 
differences. In Aim 2, I will assess functional recovery using behavior testing and use optical 
microangiography to assess differences in microvascular blood flow. Furthermore, since P450 
eicosanoids have previously been shown to modulate stroke in a sex-specific manner, I will 
address each aim in both sexes. Results of our studies will elucidate the role of GPR39 in 
ischemic stroke, which may serve as a therapeutic target. 
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Specific Aims: 
In the last 50 years, advances in stroke management, effective prevention strategies, and awareness of 

risk factors, have decreased stroke mortality by 70%.1 Nevertheless, stroke remains the fifth leading cause of 
death in the US2,3 and a leading cause of serious disability. Current stroke therapies include using tissue 
plasminogen activator (tPA) and endovascular thrombectomy, both of which work by opening occluded large 
blood vessel to reinstate cerebral blood flow. Unfortunately, 30-50% of patients with successful large vessel 
recanalization do not have good clinical outcomes.4 It is widely believed that microvascular constriction distal to 
large-vessel occlusion may not be relieved by large-vessel recanalization (termed “focal no-reflow”), leading to 
incomplete reperfusion and poor outcome.21,22 Therefore, elucidation of a microcirculatory mechanism to 
relieve obstruction has the potential to decrease stroke mortality and morbidity. 

Signaling molecules regulating microcirculation are distinct from mechanisms that regulate large-vessel 
blood flow. In brain, lipid signaling molecules derived from arachidonic acid via cytochrome P450 enzymes 
(P450 eicosanoids) are critical regulators of microvascular blood flow,5 and extensive work implicate P450 
eicosanoids in regulating blood flow and ischemic injury after stroke.6 Specifically, epoxyeicosatrienoates 
(EETs) act as microvascular dilators while the hydroxyeicosatetraenoates (HETEs) act as vasoconstrictors.5 
However, receptors for P450 eicosanoids have not been found, decreasing their therapeutic potential to 
improve microvascular blood flow. Recently, my mentor, Dr. Alkayed, identified the orphan G protein-coupled 
receptor GPR39 as the putative receptor for both the vasodilator 14,15-EET and the vasoconstrictor 15-
HETE.11 Thus, GPR39 may act as a dual receptor, regulating vascular tone by sensing relative altered levels of 
both eicosanoids during stroke. Therefore, the current proposal will test the hypothesis that GPR39 
contributes to ischemic brain injury after stroke by modulating cerebral microvascular blood flow. 
Since P450 eicosanoids have been shown to modulate infarct size after stroke in a sexually dimorphic 
manner,7 a secondary hypothesis will test whether GPR39 modulation of ischemic damage is sex-
specific. Results from this proposal can elucidate the mechanism behind the neuroprotective and neurotoxic 
effects of P450 eicosanoids, and will assess the targetability of GPR39 in stroke treatment. 
 
Aim 1: Determine the role of GPR39 in ischemic brain injury after stroke. To achieve this aim, I will utilize 
the middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO) model to induce focal transient cerebral ischemia. Infarct size in 
GPR39 knock out mice (GPR39 KO) and their wild type littermates (WT) will be quantified 72 hours after stroke 
in male and female cohorts to assess injury modulation by GPR39.  
 
Aim 2: Determine if GPR39 alters functional outcome after ischemic stroke by controlling 
microvascular blood flow.  In GPR39 KO and WT mice, I will use optical microangiography (OMAG) to 
measure microvascular blood flow changes in the ischemic core and penumbra after reperfusion from stroke. I 
will then quantify functional outcome through sensorimotor behavior tests. 
 
Background and Significance: 
In the heart and brain, infarct size after ischemic insult is correlated with morbidity and mortality.8 Targeting 
factors that modulate infarct size can thus change stroke outcome.3 Gender differences have also been 
described after stroke; men have greater disability and mortality, especially among minorities.3 Neurons are 
surrounded by dense blood vessel networks that can dilate to increase blood flow or constrict to decrease 
blood flow. Occlusion of large cerebral vessels results in significant flow decrease downstream, which may or 
may not resolve with large-vessel recanalization. Microvascular reperfusion after a large-vessel occlusive 
event is modulated by vasoactive P-450 eicosanoids.5 Specifically, the epoxyeicosatrienoates class (EETs) are 
neuroprotective after ischemic injury in animal and human studies.5,6 Conversely, the hydroxyeicosa-



tetraenoates class (HETEs) are neurotoxic after ischemic injury, 
opposing EETs with vasoconstriction.5 Studies have 
demonstrated that sex-specific ratios of these chemicals differ 
and that they may interact with estrogen to affect baseline 
vascular tone,9,10 complicating efforts to elucidate cellular and 
molecular mechanisms by which EETs and HETEs mediate 
vasoactivity, and mandating study of sex-specific effects of 
these compounds. 

Recently, a chemical biology screen designed to 
covalently link 15-HETE to binding sites elucidated GPR39, a 
GPCR, as its putative receptor. Expression studies have located 
GPR39 in a variety of vascular components that can alter blood 
flow, including vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMC) in the 
arterioles and pericytes surrounding capillaries (Fig. 1a). In-vitro 
assays in VSMCs subsequently demonstrated that GPR39 
binds 15-HETE to generate calcium signals, and that 14,15-ETE 
blocks this signal.11 This suggests GPR39 can sense the 
balance between these opposing signals to modulate 
microvascular tone. If true, this may be a mechanism for 
neuroprotection or neurotoxicity during ischemic conditions.  

We created a transgenic GPR39 KO mouse line to test 
whether GPR39 modulates post-ischemic brain damage, 
microvascular blood flow, and functional outcomes in a sex-
specific manner. Since GPCRs have strong pharmacological 
tractability,12 GPR39 could be a novel target for stroke therapy.   

 
Preliminary Studies 
Generation of GPR39 transgenic knock-out mice GPR39 KO mice were created using a stop codon to 
prematurely truncate the protein. Using RT-PCR (RNA) and Western Blot (protein), we confirmed null GPR39 
expression, respectively, in the brain, heart, and kidneys (Fig. 1b). Mice are maintained by crossing 
heterozygous parents to produce GPR39-/- (KO), GPR39 +/-(Het), and GPR39+/+ (WT littermate) mice, 
averaging a 1:2:1 ratio. No changes in survival rate or weight were observed between GPR39 KO mice and 
their WT littermates. Immunohistochemistry demonstrates GPR39 expression in pericytes and VSMCs of WT 
mouse and human brains (Fig. 1a). 
GPR39 modulation of infarct size after focal transient cerebral ischemia An established technique to 
induce focal transient cerebral occlusion is the intraluminal middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO) technique, 
which introduces a filament through the carotid artery to occlude the origin of the middle cerebral artery.10,11,13 
While this is a robust, reliable method, it is technically challenging and requires intensive practice to create 
consistent infarcts and decrease mortality rate. Before using transgenic mice, my surgical competency was first 
quantified in 10 WT male and female C57BL/6J mice (Jackson Labs) to demonstrate consistent infarct size 
and >90% survival rate 24 hours after stroke. Transgenic mice may have blood vessel variations that make 
MCAO more challenging; thus, I also verified my technical competence in the GPR39 transgenic background 
(Fig. 2a. Total N = 17). In this cohort, infarct size 24 hours after stroke among WT littermates was similar to 
that of C57BL/6J. When comparing GPR39 KO mice to their WT littermates, my preliminary data suggested a 
trend toward a higher infarct size among male GPR39 KO mice and a smaller infarct size among female 
GPR39 KO mice. A laser-Doppler was affixed to skull and measured blood flow in the ipsilateral MCA region 
during stroke induction; there were no differences between GPR39 KO and WT in the % flow decrease during 

Figure 1. (a) Upper panel: GPR39 immuno-
reactivity (IR) (blue) in pericytes (red *) of human 
brain hugging capillaries (collagen-IR, brown). 
Lower Panel: GPR39 immunoreactivity (green 
staining, yellow arrow) in pericytes surrounding 
capillary shadows (brackets, dotted circle) of mouse 
brains. (b). RT-PCR (upper) and Western blot 
(lower) demonstrating no GPR39 expression in 
brain, heart or kidneys after gene deletion in GPR39 
KO transgenic mice. 



occlusion and % flow rebound during reperfusion (Fig. 2b). This suggests 
that the infarct size difference is unrelated to changes in ischemic severity 
related to variations in vascular anatomy. Moreover, all mice survived 24 
hours post procedure indicating that surgical technique is optimized for 
consistent data collection. 
Microvascular imaging using optical microangiography (OMAG). As a 
proof of concept, microvascular blood flow was imaged over MCA 
distribution through surgically placed cranial window in 3 month old 
C57BL/6J mice. Excellent resolution was obtained over area needed to 
calculate microvascular RBC flux and velocity in MCA distribution (Fig. 3), 
demonstrating feasibility of quantifying blood flow in arterioles and 
capillaries over surgically occluded region. 
 
Aim 1: Determine the role of GPR39 in ischemic brain injury after 
stroke.  
Rationale. In the brain, P450 eicosanoids regulate microvascular flow and 
are implicated in ischemic brain injury. Recently, GPR39 was identified as 
the putative receptor for opposing vasoactive eicosanoids, but GPR39’s 
role in ischemic brain injury after stroke is unknown. I will test the 
hypothesis that GPR39 is a neuroprotective receptor in ischemic 
stroke, and that GPR39 KO mice will have larger infarcts after MCAO. 
Since P450 eicosanoids sex-specifically modulate stroke, I will also test 
the hypothesis that GPR39’s contribution to stroke-related brain injury 
is sexually dimorphic, with GPR39 KO male mice increasing infarct size 
more than GPR39 KO female mice. 
Experimental Design. Ten 3 month (10-14 week) old littermate GPR39 
KO and WT mice of each sex will be undergo MCAO. This sample size is 
based on power calculation of effect size from preliminary studies. The 
experimenter will be blinded to genotype throughout surgery, behavioral 
assessment, brain harvest, tissue processing, and infarct size analysis. 
Because male and female mice have different weights for the same age, 
mice will be weight-matched between sexes and age-matched for each 
sex of both genotypes.  

Surgical induction of focal transient cerebral ischemia 

through middle cerebral artery occlusion (MCAO) Under 
1.5-2% isoflurane anesthesia, a 6-0 nylon filament (Silicone-
coated, tip diameter of 0.2 mm and length of 1-2 mm, Doccol 
Co. Catalogue number 602012PK10) will be introduced into the 
internal carotid artery (ICA) through the external carotid artery 
(ICA) stump. A laser-Doppler probe will be affixed over the 
MCA region of the ipsilateral skull to monitor cerebrocortical 
perfusion, assure continuous occlusion, and confirm 
reperfusion throughout the ischemic event. The filament will be 
advanced through the ICA until perfusion in the MCA region 
decreases. Laser-Doppler flux (LDF) will be recorded from 15 
minutes before occlusion through 10 minutes after occlusion. 
Only trials with continuous LDF decrease > 80% (<20% of 

Figure 3. Assessment of optical angiography 
(OMAG) feasibility over MCA region to quantify 
microvascular blood flow in-vivo through cranial 
window. (A) Dense capillary network is 
recorded over MCA region (2.5x2.5x2 mm3 
window). (B) Increased resolution window for 
microvascular blood flow measurement 
(0.7x0.7x2 mm3 window). 

Figure 2. MCAO model feasibility in 
GPR39 KO and littermate controls 
performed by the PI. (A) Infarct size 
(error bars are S.E.) and (B) Laser-
Doppler measurement (error bars are 
S.D.) during occlusion and reperfusion. 
(N =WT 2F,1M; KO 9M, 6F). 



baseline, indicating effective vascular occlusion) will be included in the analysis. Respiratory rate will be 
maintained at >60 breaths per minute by adjusting the isofluorane concentration. Surgery will be conducted on 
a warm heating pad with overhead heat lamp to maintain body temperature as measured by a rectal 
temperature probe. After surgery, mice will be recovered over a heating pad for 2 hours and then housed in 
IACUC-certified recovery room for 72 hours. While my preliminary data was collected 24 hours post-occlusion, 
a 72 hour recovery period will ensure a mature, stable infarct compared to evolving infarct at 24 hours. In-cage 
behaviors will be assessed at 2 hours, 24 hours, and 72 hours post occlusion via a standard protocol to assess 
circling behavior; mice demonstrating persistent locomotor circling are considered to have behavioral evidence 
of stroke, which is caused by one-sided limb weakness after contralateral damage in the motor cortex. After 72 
hours of recovery, brains will be harvested and sliced into 2 mm thick coronal sections before staining with 
2,3,5-triphenyltetrazolium chloride (TTC) at 37° C for 15 min. Sections will then be fixed with formalin for 24 
hours. High-resolution photographs of surfaces will be taken with a Nikon Coolpix camera and slices will be 
scored by Sigmascan software for infarct size (white regions after TTC staining). Effects of edema will be 
accounted for by subtracting uninfarcted area in the ipsilateral hemisphere from the total area of the 
contralateral hemisphere.9,10  
Statistics 10 intact young adult male and female mice from each of the GPR39 KO and WT littermates 
genotypes will undergo the MCAO protocol above; infarct size will be measured with experimenter blinded to 
cohort identity. 2-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) will be used to assess statistical significance of 
differences in infarct size between genotypes and genders. Baseline blood flow will be recorded as the mean 
laser-Doppler flux (LDF) reading for 15 minutes prior to occlusion. The mean LDF value during 60 minutes of 
occlusion will be defined as the blood flow during occlusion, and the mean LDF value for last 5 minutes of 
recording will be defined as blood flow post reperfusion. 2-way ANOVA will also be used to evaluate 
differences in LDF between genders and genotypes during occlusion and reperfusion.  
Monitoring physiological status during surgery and under anesthesia. We will rule out the possibility that 
GPR39 KO mice and WT littermates may have different physiological parameters under anesthesia. Separate 
cohorts of 20 mice (5 from each sex/genotype cohort) will undergo physiological monitoring during MCAO 
under anesthesia; all mice will be sacrificed at the end of the experiment due to the terminal nature of invasive 
physiologic monitoring. Briefly, while mice are anesthetized prior to MCAO surgery, a temporalis temperature 
probe and a femoral arterial line will be placed. MCAO will then be induced with normothermia maintenance by 
a standard rectal probe. Respiratory rate (RR), heart rate (HR), head temperature, and mean arterial blood 
pressure (MAP) will be recorded every 10 minutes after MCAO initiation. A femoral arterial blood sample will 
be collected just prior to reperfusion to assess glucose, pH, PaCO2, and PaO2. Reperfusion will be allowed for 
10 minutes for standard laser-Doppler measurement to compare with non-monitored animals before animal is 
sacrificed. Physiological measurements, including HR, RR, BP, head temperature, blood glucose, arterial pH, 
arterial PaCO2 and PaO2, will be compared by 2-way ANOVA. 

Pitfalls and Alternative Methods We have demonstrated consistent results in our genetically-altered 
mice in the highly-reliable MCAO model; therefore, significant technical difficulties are unlikely. There are three 
potential pitfalls of this aim which require addressing. First, stroke occurs more often in older than younger 
adults. While it would be ideal to conduct this study in aged animals, young adult mice are standardly used for 
stroke studies given time limitations and resource constraints. However, if time and resources permit, cohorts 
of older animals (>6 months) can be used to assess GPR39 contribution to stroke in aged mice in addition to 
the experiments proposed here. Second, our transgenic mice contain a global, lifelong GPR39 deletion. If we 
are interested in pinpointing the specific cell type responsible for infarct changes from GPR39 deletion, we can 
cross cell-type specific Cre -drivers for endothelial cells, vascular smooth muscle cells, and pericytes to a 
floxed-GPR39 line that is being created by our lab. It can also be possible that GPR39 deletion has been 
compensated for during development by other vasoactive mediators. In this case, we can use viral-Cre 

injection to delete floxed-GPR39 in a temporally-specific manner. Third, female estrus cycling can create 



variations in infarct size among the female cohort. We will retain a blood sample, drawn at the time of 
euthanasia, from all mice. In the event we suspect estrous-related variation, we will measure plasma estrogen 
levels (using the OHSU endocrine core service) in all female mice, to assess and normalize to this potential 
source of biological variation. If this requires greater resources than possible within the scope of this grant, we 
will focus on male mice only for the remainder of the study.  

Zinc decreases the concentration of 15-HETE and 14,15-ETE required to generate GPR39-mediated 
calcium changes in VSMC in-vitro.11 Thus, it has been hypothesized that GPR39 is allosterically modulated by 
zinc to sense the balance of ETEs and HETEs, generating subsequent calcium signals in smooth muscle cells 
that constrict or dilate associated blood vessels.11 To overcome the potential effects of zinc in this proposal, 
mice will be fed rodent chow containing replete zinc as well as other dietary supplements. Of note, our GPR39 
KO mice do not show any weight or length differences compared to their WT littermates. 

Successful completion of Aim 1 would demonstrate whether GPR39 modulates infarct size after stroke 
in a sex-specific manner. Additional studies could then be done to study how modulating eicosanoid levels 
change GPR39 effect, and thus suggest a molecular pathway for eicosanoid activity during stroke. 
 
Aim 2: Determine if GPR39 alters functional outcome after ischemic stroke by controlling 
microvascular blood flow.   
Rationale: GPR39 is expressed in arteriolar VSMC and peri-capillary pericytes, cell types anatomically poised 
to change blood vessel diameter, control microvascular blood flow, and allow reperfusion after stroke. 
Therefore, I will test the hypothesis that GPR39 KO mice have impaired microvascular reperfusion 24 
hours after stroke, leading to worse functional outcomes compared to WT mice after 2 weeks of 
recovery. 
Experimental Design. Imaging. 40 mice, 10 of each sex/genotype cohort, will undergo microvascular imaging 
using optical microangiography (OMAG)14,15 before, and 24 hours after, MCAO. Imaging will be done through a 
cranial window created over MCA territory ipsilateral to stroke side. Changes in blood flow (RBC flux and 
velocity) will be quantified over ischemic core (infarct) and peri-infarct (penumbra) regions of stroke and 
compared between cohorts. Functional outcomes. Separate mice (n=15 per sex/genotype cohort) will undergo 
sensorimotor testing (pole, corner, and cylinder tests) prior to MCAO induction to assess baseline function. 
They will recover for 2 weeks after MCAO before undergoing post-stroke functional assessment of neurological 
recovery. Brains will be harvested after testing to assess chronic infarct size using cresyl violet histology. 
Change from functional behavioral baseline, and 2-week infarct size, will be compared between cohorts. 
Creation of chronic cranial window and microvascular imaging. OMAG is based on optical coherence 
tomography (OCT), which uses light to produce high-resolution, three-dimensional images of deep tissue 
based on differences in the intrinsic light-scattering properties of different structural elements.14,15,16,17 OMAG 
advances OCT by providing dynamic imaging by capturing backscattered light from moving blood cells, 
allowing for non-invasive, contrast-free, and volumetric serial in-vivo imaging of vascular perfusion in deep 
brain tissue.14,15 3 weeks before MCAO, mice will be receive a cranial window over the MCA territory. In brief, 
mice will be under 1.5-2% isofluorane and the parietal skull will be removed over the MCA territory with dura 
left intact. A glass window will be constructed over the dura and secured using dental cement. Mice will recover 
from surgical inflammation for 3 weeks. Immediately prior to MCAO, anesthetized animals will be kept 
normothermic and undergo baseline OMAG scan in a 2.5x2.5x2 mm3 MCA region with stage coordinates 
recorded to ensure measurements in same region for subsequent acquisitions. Blood flow will be acquired 
using a field size of 0.7x0.7x2 mm3 over defined vascular landmarks.17 After baseline imaging, MCAO will be 
induced with laser-Doppler monitoring in the usual fashion for 60 minutes ipsilateral to the cranial window. After 
recovering, at 24 hours post-MCAO, mice will undergo anesthesia briefly for subsequent OMAG scan over 
MCA territories to measure post-stroke blood flow in the ischemic core and penumbra.  



Microvascular blood flow analysis Microvascular blood flow changes will be quantified using customized 
MATLAB code for RBC flux and velocity.16 Change in blood flow between baseline and post-reperfusion time 
will be calculated. 2-way ANOVA will be used to evaluate differences in flow change between cohorts in the 
ischemic core and penumbra. 
Behavior training and assessment of functional outcome 15 mice per sex/genotype cohort will undergo 
baseline sensorimotor testing (pole, corner, cylinder tests) at age 9 weeks and MCAO at age 10 weeks. Two 
weeks after MCAO, mice will undergo same tests to assess sensorimotor recovery. ANOVA will be used to 
evaluate average change from baseline for each cohort on each test. Each test is a validated measure of 
unilateral sensorimotor weakness in mice up to 20 days post stroke,18,19 and will be recorded with video 
camera for blinded scoring. 
Pole test18. A stiff 50-60 cm vertical pole measuring 1 cm in diameter will be mounted onto triangular base 
stand and placed in home cage. Mice will be placed at the top of pole, and time to turn head down (Tturn) and 
total time to descend pole (Ttotal) will be recorded. Mice unable to orient head down will be given a 
Ttotal=Tturn whereas mice who fall off pole will be given maximum time scores of 15 sec. 3 trials per animal 
will be done and results averaged.  
Corner test18. While in home cage, mouse is placed between two boards each of dimensions 30x20x1cm3, 
with edges of board meeting at a 30 degree angle. Mouse will be placed between two boards to encourage 
entry into corner, where both vibrissae will be stimulated together by angled boards. The mouse will then rear 
forward and upward before making a turning choice. Mice without sensorimotor deficits will choose to turn left 
or right equally, whereas mice with sensorimotor deficits preferentially turn towards the non-impaired side 
(ipsilateral to stroke). 10 trials will be done for each mouse. 
Cylinder test19. Animals will be placed within a glass cylinder with diameter of 9-10 cm and a height of 15 cm. 
Forelimb use during vertical exploration will be scored by number of skin contacts during trial in a video 
recording. A total of 20 vertical movements are scored in slow motion, with asymmetry between limb 
preferences calculated. Scoring will be done by observer blinded to genotype. 
Pitfalls and Alternative Methods Mice are resilient and survival from MCAO with repeated anesthesia is well 
described in the literature. If for some reason, survival is reduced by repeated imaging, we will use separate 
mice for baseline and post-stroke imaging. While anesthesia is known to affect microvascular blood flow, it is 
technically impossible to perform a detailed OMAG scan without immobility. Therefore, while we know 
anesthesia confounds our imaging data, we will be anesthetizing all cohorts with the same protocol. Thus, any 
differences found between blood flow will still be valid between cohorts. It is also possible that chronic cranial 
windows are difficult to maintain due to displacement by mouse grooming. While not ideal due to acute 
inflammation, acute cranial windows can be placed immediately before baseline OMAG scan and MCAO.  

While we chose robust sensorimotor tests for this proposal that have been validated in mice up to 20 
days after stroke, it is possible that not all tests proposed will demonstrate necessary sensitivity to detect 
baseline and post-stroke differences. In this case, we can use alternative sensorimotor tests with increased 
sensitivity but increased scoring burden, such as the ladder test or the rotorod test.   

Successful completion of Aim 2 will determine whether microvascular circulation is modulated by 
GPR39 during ischemic conditions, and whether this changes functional outcomes after stroke. Further studies 
can then address the cell type through which GPR39 acts and whether improving microvascular circulation 
through GPR39 is a viable target for future treatments.  
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Mentoring Plan:  
As Yifan’s mentor, I have worked with her to develop a foundation for becoming an independent 

investigator and successful clinician-scientist. While she has tremendous scientific experience, we will continue 
to broaden her application of the scientific method, including hypothesis formulation, research design, data 
analysis and interpretation. We will also increase her technical bandwidth, exercise her scientific 
communication and presentation skills, and ensure she balances her scientific and clinical commitments.  

Yifan’s research plan calls for the use of technically challenging, but feasible, experimental techniques. 
Specifically, in addition to routine skills such as breeding strategies for transgenic animals, I have also taught 
her to surgically induce focal transient cerebral ischemia in mice using the middle cerebral artery occlusion 
(MCAO) technique. I will continue to train her in animal behavioral assessments, hemodynamic monitoring, 
perfusion, tissue preparation and sectioning, fluorescence microscopy, immunohistochemistry, and image 
analysis. Yifan and I have met several times over the last 12 months to discuss potential research projects. 
She has chosen to tackle an ambitious project that blends my expertise in P-450 eicosanoids and stroke with 
her own interest in modulating neural damage with vascular tone. Yifan and I have framed the hypothesis of 
her proposal and experiments so that data supporting a negative finding will have just as much impact as 
positive data.  

Success in any scientific endeavor requires communication; thus, writing and presentation will be an 
important part of my mentorship. For grant and manuscript preparation, Yifan and I will work collaboratively. 
We will begin with a brainstorming and mapping session, then a first draft prepared by Yifan, with subsequent 
co-editing. Members of my lab, senior faculty colleagues, and Yifan’s co-mentors will then critique the final 
draft. Yifan will also receive training in scientific writing by participating in the advanced grant writing course 
through The Vollum Writing Program (an in-depth, 6-week professional science writing course focused on 
papers and grants) and OHSU’s Human Investigations Program. In our weekly lab meetings, she will discuss 
work in-progress and review pertinent new literature. Yifan will also present work at weekly work-in-progress 
seminars hosted by the Vollum Institute. Additionally, the Department of Anesthesiology and Perioperative 
Medicine (APOM) hosts a weekly research conference and Grand Rounds where Yifan will attend and present. 
This coming fall and spring, Yifan will present at the American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA), Association 
of University Anesthesiologists (AUA) and International Anesthesia Research Society (IARS) meetings. 
Additionally, she plans to attend and present at the annual International Stroke Conference (ISC) as well as the 
biannual International Symposium on Cerebral Blood Flow and Metabolism over the next two years. It is 
expected that Yifan will continue to present at national meetings on an annual or semi-annual basis. These 
forums will ensure that Yifan hones her skills for presentation, receives ample feedback, and give her the 
opportunity to network with leaders in the fields of Neuroscience, Cerebrovascular Physiology, and 
Anesthesiology. Yifan is unique in that she plans to translate her current training in vascular techniques into the 
field of chronic pain and tissue ischemia; she chose this path because she saw a void in microvascular 
expertise within the pain field, and wants to investigate vascular mechanisms as potential targets to treat 
chronic pain. Thus, as she begins to expand her research from acute stroke into chronic pain, she will also 
begin to form collaborations with pain researchers and attend pain conferences such as the annual 
International Association for the Study of Pain meeting to establish herself within both fields. Since she joined 
my lab, she has already received recognition as a potential leader for the next generation of scientists studying 
neurovascular coupling, and was invited to attend the competitive Cajal Neurovascular Coupling meeting in 
Bordeaux. There, she presented ongoing work, received extensive training in imaging and study design, and 
networked with current eminent scientists in the field. 

Effective time management and organizational skills are critical for success in a scientific endeavor, 
especially when juggling clinical and research responsibilities. I will help Yifan to plan and coordinate 
experiments weeks in advance of conducting them such that, to the best of our ability, things are done right the 
first time. I plan to meet with Yifan for at least 1 hour each week to discuss progress, experimental design, and 
data interpretation. During her research time, Yifan will also learn how to maintain her clinical acumen while 
engaging in scientific research. She will benefit tremendously from the protected time to conduct research 
available to her in our Oregon Scholars Program; while her time for research will never be less than 80%, she 
will continue to have some clinical responsibilities. Working with Yifan’s co-mentor Dr. Ines Koerner, we will 
ensure that Yifan learns how to achieve the balance of attention necessary to thrive as a clinician-scientist. My 
lab and I are fully ready to support Yifan as she balances her clinical and research commitments.  



Yifan has a clearly defined goal of becoming an independent investigator and clinician. Towards that 
end, the data that Yifan generates during completion of the work described in this proposal, and the durable 
equipment purchased for this project, will belong to Yifan prepares for the next phase of her career. 
 
Mentoring Experience and Time Available 
 During Yifan’s research fellowship I will serve as mentor to 3 postdoctoral fellows (including Yifan). My 
lab alumni have successfully gone on to become independent investigators and leaders in the field nationally 
and internationally, some successfully balancing careers as clinician researchers. I anticipate that my time 
devoted to directly overseeing Yifan’s progress will be variable; I anticipate that initially, 20% of my time will be 
devoted to Yifan’s progress, and this will reduce to 10-20% over time as she becomes more independent.  
 
Rigor and Transparency 
         Scientific premise This proposal builds on a foundation established by previous studies from our lab 
and others, published in multiple journals over the past decade (most notably Zhang et al., (2010) JCBFM 
29(8):1475–81; Koerner et al., (2008) Front Biosci (13):2833–41; Zhao et al., (2014) Stroke 45(4): 1139-47, 
Alkayed et al., 2018 bioRxiv (under review in Science)). Yifan’s proposal builds on this work by investigating 
how infarct size after focal transient cerebral ischemia is modulated by GPR39, an orphan GPCR that was 
recently identified as a receptor for P-450 eicosanoids. She hypothesizes that removing GPR39 will affect male 
and female infarction size differently due to sex specificity in eicasonoid balance. The results of Yifan’s work 
will thus expand our mechanistic understanding of how these vasoactive P450 eicosanoids impact ischemic 
stroke outcome, which is actively debated in the neurovascular coupling field. Yifan will also examine whether 
these mechanisms are sex-specific, addressing clinically observed differences in male and female stroke 
severity and outcome. Though many labs have looked at the contribution of eicosanoids to post-ischemic 
morbidity and mortality, this will be the first study to investigate the contribution of a potentially druggable P-
450 eicosanoid receptor to post-ischemic infarct in-vivo. 
         Scientific rigor Yifan and I have developed detailed methodology to use in the studies proposed herein 
that is based on a thorough review of existing literature and knowledge of the expertise available in my lab. 
This methodology and any changes to it will be shared with our report of the results arising from this study. 
Specifically, mouse cohorts will receive MCAOs in a randomized manner and Yifan will blinded to the cohort of 
each mouse during surgery, tissue acquisition, and staining. The sample size of each cohort will be calculated 
a priori based on power analysis and the effect size observed in preliminary studies. 
         Consideration of Sex and Other Relevant Biological Variables The studies proposed herein will utilize 
inbred mouse strains thus limiting some variability. During data acquisition, animals from both sexes will be 
used in an unbiased fashion. Sub-group analysis will be performed due to potential for sex-specific signals. All 
mice will be matched by age. Within each sex, mice will be matched by weight.  
         Authentication of Key Biological and/or Chemical Resources GPR39 null mice were developed at 
OHSU, and have been extensively characterized to confirm gene deletion, including regular genotyping of 
animals for genetic knockouts and WT littermate controls, and western blotting for lack of protein expression in 
KO animals.  
 
Co-Mentor Statement Ines Koerner 

As an established investigator, active clinician, and Medical Director of the OHSU Neurosciences 
Intensive Care Unit, I will provide Yifan with invaluable expertise and experience to complement that provided 
by her primary mentor Dr. Alkayed. As further delineated in my biosketch, I maintain an active translational 
research lab and have successfully mentored students, residents, and postdoctoral fellows. I am committed to 
supporting Yifan’s development as a clinician and well-balanced physician-scientist. I will meet with her 
regularly to review her progress and ensure she remains connected to her clinical peer community. I will also 
work with her directly on her writing and presentation skills and invite her to assist me in reviewing manuscripts 
pertinent to her interest in the neurosciences in anesthesiology. I expect her to continue to present her 
research to the anesthesiology community at national meetings and will advise her on abstracts and 
presentations. 

 



 
Career Development Plan: I am passionate about translational neuroscience research. This has led me to 
pursue an MD/PhD and is now launching me towards an independent career as a clinician-scientist. I hope that 
the culmination of my career will involve answering scientific questions that increases the quality of care to 
surgical patients and quality of life to chronic pain patients. The support provided by the FAER Research 
Fellowship Grant will ensure that I receive the training needed to complete my technical skill set, and lay the 
foundation for becoming an independent investigator. 
 
Technical Skills My past experience is broad. In high school, I started my career in biochemistry to elucidate 
the role of proteasome interactions with ubiquitin-like proteins in spinocerebellar ataxia. In undergraduate 
fellowships at Duke, I shifted my focus to sensory neural circuits, initially performing intrinsic optical signal 
imaging in the olfactory system, which subsequently inspired my passion for the complexity of nociception/pain 
signaling. In my Ph.D., to assess nociceptive behavior using the most genetically tractable system, I utilized C. 
elegans to dissect the circuit differentiating acute and sustained nociceptive behaviors by expressing ectopic 
receptors for an exogenous ligand in a dorsal root ganglia (DRG)-like neuron. In doing this, I gained vast 
experience with computational modeling, neural calcium imaging, microfluidic engineering, and chemogenetic 
manipulation.  

While C. elegans are a valuable system for interrogating single-gene contribution to phenotype, chronic 
human disease is complex. Chronic pain pathophysiology involves glial, vascular and immune interactions with 
neural circuits, necessitating the translational value of mammalian in-vivo models of human injury and disease. 
Seeing patients and reading current pain literature during anesthesiology residency further convinced me that 
the role of neurovascular mechanisms in chronic pain has not been well investigated. In particular, I find it 
fascinating that the same vasoactive molecules implicated in vascular control, stroke, tissue ischemia and 
inflammation (such as arachidonic acid, kinins, NGF and NO) are hallmarks of chronic disease conditions 
associated with intractable pain such as diabetes and PAD. A clear example of neurovascular disease is 
ischemic stroke, and my department happens to have a prominent basic science stroke researcher, Dr. Nabil 
Alkayed. Therefore, I decided to join the Alkayed Lab during my resident research fellowship to strengthen my 
expertise in vascular neuroscience using stroke models, with the goal of bringing a vascular perspective to my 
future chronic pain research.  
 Dr. Alkayed’s primary interest is in microvascular regulation by P450 eicosanloids. Recently, he 
identified the orphan G protein-coupled receptor GPR39 as the receptor for opposing eicosanoids that regulate 
cerebral microcirculation. A GPR39 knockout mouse was created and is an excellent opportunity to study in-
vivo questions. Dr. Alkayed has welcomed me into his lab and facilitated my training in cerebrovascular 
imaging and surgically inducing ischemic stroke in mice. He also facilitated my attendance at the Cajal 
Program for Neurovascular Coupling, which brought together top innovators to train the next generation of 
scientists. Dr. Alkayed and I had many meetings to discuss my fellowship project, which addresses GPR39’s 
role in stroke and microvascular circulation. My goal is to learn how to utilize novel mouse models to probe 
clinically important questions linking neural dysfunction and vascular biology. To this end, I will become an 
expert at mouse microvascular surgery, anesthesia and hemodynamic monitoring. I will continue to perform 
intravascular middle cerebral artery occlusion in mice, and learn how to analyze stroke outcome through 
histopathology, immunohistochemistry, Western blot, quantitative real-time PCR, microvascular imaging, and 
behavior. Combined, these approaches will allow me to investigate neural outcomes to vascular manipulations. 
I expect that these techniques will be incredibly powerful both in completing the work described in this proposal 
and in answering other questions in my scientific career. 
 
Mentoring I will benefit from a mentoring team that enhances my training as a clinician-scientist. Dr. Alkayed 
will guide my technical training. With the goal of developing my own active and productive laboratory, he will 
teach me to perfect the scientific method, learn how to critically evaluate the literature, interrogate my own 
data, and develop translational research projects to answer clinically relevant questions. He will also lead me in 
the process of manuscript and grant preparation. As a senior professor in anesthesiology, cardiology, and 
neurosurgery, Dr. Alkayed is highly qualified as a mentor. As I consider lab management to be one of the most 
important qualities of successful scientists, Dr. Alkayed will also directly model how to negotiate monetary 
commitments and leverage all laboratory personnel, including trainees, to achieve optimal productivity. I will 



use the example he provides as I transition to becoming an independent investigator myself. My co-mentor, Dr. 
Ines Koerner, is an established and renowned scientist and neuroanesthesiologist who will provide me with 
invaluable career guidance to achieve success as a resident and attending anesthesiologist. Finally, Dr. 
Stephen Robinson and Dr. Emily Baird have been instrumental in establishing my clinician-scientist foundation 
through the Oregon Scholars Program, and set the standard for how to conduct oneself as a clinician. 
 
Didactics During the protected time available to me through the Oregon Scholars Program, I will continue to 
participate in didactic education. The Oregon Scholars Program ensures that no less than 80% of my time is 
dedicated for research. I will attend weekly discussion forums with senior faculty and my resident colleagues, 
weekly lectures of the resident curriculum, and monthly journal club meetings. While completing my research 
training, I will enroll in the advanced grant writing course through the Vollum and Human Investigations 
Program, intensive seminars on grantsmanship and writing. Additionally, I will participate in weekly seminar 
series for invited speakers from the Vollum and the Department of Anesthesiology, and a separate weekly 
seminar for graduate students and postdoctoral fellows to present work-in-progress material. Finally, as a 
member of the OHSU research community, I will be able to selectively audit courses in the Neuroscience 
Graduate Program curriculum to augment the instruction I previously received in graduate school. To develop 
my translational research skills, I plan to enroll in the OHSU Human Investigations Program course which 
rigorously prepares future faculty to conduct human translational research using available university resources. 
 
Clinical Development Developing exceptional clinical skills has been my greatest priority during my residency 
so that I can provide the best possible care to an increasingly complex patient population. Continuing to build 
on this foundation is critical to me. To this end, I have collaborated with my residency program director, Dr. 
Emily Baird, to ensure that my clinical responsibilities will be tailored to meet those needs while I conduct my 
research. My protected research time is guaranteed, and will never be less than 80% of my total effort. My 
clinical time will also be protected. I will take call, but also take on assigned scheduled cases of appropriate 
complexity. This balance between the preparation for the unexpected during call and guaranteed challenges 
inherent in scheduled complex cases will go far in ensuring my clinical skills remain sharp and my experience 
base grows.  
 
Professional Development Through attending national meetings, I will be exposed to the latest research 
results and grow my professional network. Over this last year, I was able to start this process by participating in 
the Cajal Neuroscience Program for Neurovascular Coupling. Additionally, I have been attending the annual 
meeting for the Association of University Anesthesiologists the previous two years at the invitation of Dr. Jeff 
Kirsch in order to see cutting edge anesthesiology research and to start networking with other physician-
scientists in my field. I will continue to attend and present at these and other meetings, such as the Society for 
Neuroscience and the ASA meeting. 
 Demonstrating the merit of my scientific work through publications and grant funding is essential to 
establishing myself as an independent investigator. While completing the work described here, I will acquire a 
very powerful technical toolset with broad applicability. I plan to leverage these skills, along with my PhD 
expertise in neural circuits and behavior, to begin pivoting towards independent scientific investigation. To 
support this transition, I will seek out seed funding available through OHSU to young investigators at the 
postdoctoral and early faculty level, such as the Medical Research Foundation or K12 grants, starting late next 
year. Also, the model system and preliminary data generated from the work described here will be used to 
apply for a transitional award such as a FAER MRTG, NIH K08 and the NIH K99/R00. Furthermore, the work 
described in this proposal will result in a first author manuscript that will be submitted for publication. 
 For the first 8 months of the proposed research time, I will spend between 90% effort conducting bench 
research and 10% on writing reviews, grants, and giving presentations. During last 4 months of the proposed 
time, I will spend ~85% of my efforts on bench research and 15% on manuscript preparation and review 
writing. At the completion of this time I intend to obtain a tenure-track faculty position in academic 
anesthesiology. 
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Duke University, Durham, NC BS 5/2007 Biology, Neuroscience 

Weill Cornell Medical College, New York, NY MD 6/2016 Medicine 

Rockefeller University, New York, NY PhD 6/2014 Neural Circuit and 
Behavior 

Oregon Health & Sciences University, Portland OR Internship 7/2017 Medicine 

Oregon Health & Sciences University, Portland OR Residency Current Anesthesiology 
 
A. Personal Statement 
My goal is to become an independent clinician-scientist and leader in academic Anesthesiology, and ultimately 
develop novel therapeutic interventions to improve the lives of patients. In high school, I sought to study this on 
the smallest scale by looking at protein-proteasome interactions in spinocerebellar ataxia. In my undergraduate 
years at Duke, while working in the Department of Anesthesiology, I became fascinated with how pain neural 
circuits can be manipulated using non-opioid methods, and I have investigated this from a basic science 
perspective since my undergraduate work, which focused on the protective role of pain in Drosophila. My PhD 
with Dr. Cori Bargmann then elucidated the intricacies of coding acute and chronic pain in neural circuits in C. 
elegans. To have clinical research experience during my MD/PhD program, I also started a project 
investigating spinal cord stimulation education among pain fellows. Currently, I am a resident physician at 
Oregon Health & Science University’s Department of Anesthesiology, which I chose due to its unique 
innovative program that provides 48 months of total residency time with 18 months of protected research time. 
The intent of this protected time is to develop the expertise necessary to support a career as an independently-
funded clinician-scientist. Since commencing my clinical training at OHSU, I have seen that while pain 
treatment has frequently targeted neurons, the neurovascular unit around the neuron may be a unique way to 
approach pain that has not received much attention in basic science research. For this reason, I joined Dr. 
Nabil Alkayed’s lab to study neurovascular injury, using stroke as a model. My hope is to bring my expertise in 
vascular biology into the pain field as I become an independent researcher. In the 6 months since I have 
started in Dr. Alkayed’s lab, I have learned how to perform microvascular surgery in mice to induce focal 
transient cerebral ischemia, image cerebral microvascular blood flow in vivo using optical microangiography, 
and familiarize myself with the methods used to measure infarct size and other stroke outcomes . Through this, 
I have maintained a strong presence in the operating rooms as an anesthesiology resident. I have been able to 
thrive in this research environment. A FAER award would enable me to continue my current efforts and 
dramatically increase the scale and scope of my projects, and set the groundwork for my career as an 
independently funded Anesthesiology Clinician-Scientist.  
 
B. Positions and Honors 
Positions and Employment 
2002-06 Laboratory technician, Institute of Human Genetics, University of Minnesota (Harry T. Orr) 
2004-06 Research Fellow, Department of Neurobiology, Duke University (Lawrence C. Katz) 



 

2006  Research Fellow, Department of Urology, Baylor Col. of Med. (Dolores J. Lamb) 
2006-07 Research Fellow, Department of Anesthesiology, Duke University (W. Daniel Tracey) 
 
Professional Affiliations 
2015-  Member, International Anesthesia Research Society 
2015-  Member, American Society of Anesthesiologists 
2016-  Member, Oregon Society of Anesthesiologists 
2019-   Member, International Society of Cerebral Blood Flow and Metabolism 
 
Honors 
2004  Howard Hughes Medical Institute Undergraduate Research Fellowship 
2004  Keynote Talk, State of North Carolina Research and Creativity Symposium 
2005  Editor-in-Chief, The Duke Mind: Undergraduate Journal of Mind, Brain, and Behavior 
2005  National Science Foundation Undergraduate Training Fellowship 
2006   Baylor College of Medicine SMART Fellowship 
2006  COSIGN Undergraduate Neuroscience Research Award  
2007  cum laude, Duke University 
2008  Weill Cornell Medical College Student Research First Place Prize  
2010  Paul and Daisy Soros Fellowship for New Americans 
2011-2013 MD/PhD Case Discussion Group Leader 
2012  Ferienakademie Fellowship  
2015  PD Soros Selection Committee Panelist 
2015  Invited talk -Eastern Pain Conference 
2016-current Oregon Scholars Program -Research Track 
2016  OHSU Anesthesiology Residency Chief of Research 
2016  Society for Education in Anesthesiology Residency Chief Conference 
2019  Cajal Neuroscience Program in Neurovascular Coupling and Brain Homeostasis  
 
C. Contributions to Science 
 
1. Contributions to understanding nociception neural circuits During my undergraduate research 
fellowship in the Department of Anesthesiology at Duke University, I became fascinated by how pain and 
harmful sensations become encoded by the nervous system. Wanting to trace the origin of pain at the most 
fundamental level, I joined Dr. Dan Tracey’s lab where I demonstrated, using light activated DRG neurons as a 
primary sensory input, that a TRPA1 receptor in Drosophila was evolutionarily important for inducing escape 
behavior from parasitoid wasps. Wanting to further dissect neural circuits in a genetically tractable organism, I 
used C. elegans in Dr. Cori Bargmann’s lab to dissect the anatomical difference between slow and fast pain 
circuits during my PhD. Using the stereotyped nociceptive behavior of C. elegans as a screenable output, I 
also ectopically expressed orphan receptors in a multimodal nociceptive neuron to find binding partners. My 
work showed that using non-opioid manipulations of the nociception/pain circuit can result in profound changes 
in behavioral dynamics. 
 
Peer Reviewed Publications 
 
Hwang, R.Y., Zhong, L., Xu, Y., Johnson, T., Zhang, F., Deisseroth, K., & Tracey, W.D. 
Nociceptive Neurons Protect Drosophila Larvae from Parasitoid Wasps. Current Biology 
17(24):2105-2116, 2007. 
 
Kato, S., Xu, Y., Cho, C., Abbott, L.F. & Bargmann, C.I. Temporal responses of C. elegans 
chemosensory neurons are preserved in behavioral dynamics. Neuron 81(3):616-628, 2014. 
 
McGrath, P.T., Xu, Y., Ailion, M., Garrison, J.L., Butcher, R.A. & Bargmann, C.I., Parallel 
evolution of domesticated Caenorhabditis species targets pheromone receptor genes. Nature 
477(7364):321-325, 2011. 
 
William D. Tracey, Jr., Nancy Stearns, Lixian Zhong, Yifan Xu, Jason Caldwell, Allison Weaver, 



 

Angela Hofhine. 2009. Methods and compositions for the identification of insect repellent 
compounds. US Patent No. 8,017,316 B2. Date Issued: Sep. 13, 2011 (Patent) 
 
Abstracts 
 
WCMC Research Day, May, 2008, “The TRPA channel painless mediates gustatory avoidance of 
DEET in Drosophila melanogaster” New York, NY. (Submitted abstract for poster) 
 
Eastern Pain Conference, May, 2015, “Spinal cord stimulation –is it really Gate Theory?” New York, NY 
(Submitted abstract for Invited Oral Presentation) 
 
Champaulimaud Neuroscience Conference, September, 2013 "Temporal specialization of 
circuits for avoidance behavior" Lisbon, Portugal. (Abstract submitted for poster) 
 
Rockefeller Invertebrate Neuroscience Joint Meeting, January 2013 "Temporal specialization of circuits 
for avoidance behavior in C. elegans" New York, NY. (Oral Presentation) 
 
2. Early contributions 
Prior to concentrating on nociception and pain, I was generally interested in sensory neuroscience and 
neurodegenerative disorders. To this end, I started my career in high school in Dr. Harry Orr’s lab at the 
University of Minnesota investigating a devastating triplicate repeat neurodegenerative disorder, 
Spinocerebellar Ataxia -1 (SCA-1), using protein-proteasome interactions in-vitro. I contributed biochemical 
studies that demonstrated the diseased version of the SCA-1 gene prevented proteasome binding of an 
ubiquitin-like protein, resulting in intracellular accumulation of the protein. I started out my undergraduate 
research at Duke University in an olfaction lab under Dr. Lawrence Katz. The olfactory bulb is one of two 
places in the brain with significant adult neurogenesis, and we hypothesized that new neurons may 
preferentially migrate to activated olfactory glomeruli through positive olfactory learning.  
 
Peer Reviewed Publications 
 
Riley, B.E., Xu, Y., Zoghbi, H.Y.& Orr, H.T. The Effects of the Polyglutamine Repeat Protein 
Ataxin-1 on the UbL-UBA Protein A1Up. The Journal of Biological Chemistry 279(40): 42290--42301. 
 
Abstracts 
 
State of North Carolina Undergraduate Research and Creativity Symposium, January 2005, “Role of 
neurogenesis in olfactory learning.” Raleigh, North Carolina. (Abstract submitted for Keynote Oral 
Presentation) 
 
3. Clinical Research, Education and Policy 
While my basic neuroscience research has focused on precise neural circuits and intracellular mechanisms, 
my clinical research focused on technological surgical advancements, educational needs of pain fellows, and 
using evidence based practice to create guidelines that reduce opioid consumption among general surgery 
patients. While the topics may seem disparate, they all seek to improve patient care by identifying gaps in 
physician knowledge and proposing methods to close that gap. 
 
Peer Reviewed Publications 
 
Lin, S.N., Xu, Y., Hamed, A.H., & Priore, G.D. One port laparoscopic technique for interval 
placement of intraperitoneal chemotherapy port under direct visualization. 
Surgical Laparoscopy, Endoscopy & Percutaneous Techniques 22(1):e12-14, 2012. 
 
Pak, D.J., Gruber, J., Deer, T., Provenzano, D., Gulati, A., Xu, Y., Tangel, V., Mehta, N. Spinal cord stimulator 
education during pain fellowship: unmet training needs and factors that impact future practice. Reg Anesth 
Pain Med. 2019 Jan 22. pii: rapm-2018-100065. doi: 10.1136/rapm-2018-100065.  
 



 

Abstracts 
 
Tri--Institutional MD/PhD Retreat, 2012, “Case Discussion Rounds and the Exchange of Medical Culture at 
Ferienakademie Conference.” St. John’s, New Brunswick, Canada (Oral Presentation) 
 
Guidelines: 
 
Xu, Y., DeSouza, M.L., Worrest, T. OHSU Health System Office of Integration and Evidence Based Practice. 
Guideline for reducing opiate use and improving multimodal pain control in the acute postoperative period for 
general surgical patients. 2018: OHSU Partners. Reference: HC-PAT-149-GUD. 
https://ohsu.ellucid.com/documents/view/11291 
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Stavropol State Medical Academy, Russia MD 1986 Medicine 

Medical College of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, WI PhD 1996 Physiology 

Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD Postdoctoral 1998 Cerebral Ischemia 
 
A. Personal Statement 
Over the two decades of my research career, I have developed expertise at the intersection between vascular 
biology and neuroscience. My research program focuses on the role of eicosanoid signaling in cerebrovascular 
physiology and cerebral ischemia. Early in my career, I identified the eicosanoid 14,15-epoxyeicosatrienoate 
(14,15-EET) as an astrocyte-derived signaling lipid involved in neurovascular coupling during neuronal activation 
(functional hyperemia). I subsequently described its neuroprotective properties and the therapeutic potential of 
inactivating its metabolizing enzyme soluble epoxide hydrolase (sEH) in ischemic and hemorrhagic stroke. More 
recently, I identified the orphan G protein coupled receptor 39 (GPR39) as a putative receptor for 14,15-EET and 
15-HETE localized in microvascular smooth muscle cells and pericytes. This recent knowledge led me to 
investigate the role of GPR39, 14,15-EET and sEH in capillary blood flow regulation and microvascular no-reflow 
in diabetic stroke, and their roles in immune-vascular interactions in age-related vascular cognitive impairment 
(VCI). Other areas of investigation relate to sex differences and role of sex steroids in ischemic brain injury, and 
role of peroxisomes as metabolic sensors and anti-oxidant organelles in neurons after cerebral ischemia. Yifan 
Xu, an anesthesia resident at Oregon Health and Science University, has recently joined my lab, and she has 
specifically chosen to evaluate the role of GPR39 in modulating microvascular and functional changes after 
stroke and whether this is sex-specific. If so, GPR39 could be a new target in stroke treatment. Yifan’s 
enthusiasm, intellectual strength, and rapid acquisition of technical and scientific skills have allowed her to thrive 
in the lab, and I look forward to mentoring her as she develops her career in academic medicine. 
 
B. Positions and Honors 
POSITIONS AND EMPLOYMENT 
1998 - 2002 Assistant Professor, Dept. Anesthesiology, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD 
2003 - 2008 Tenured Associate Professor, Dept. of Anesthesiology, Oregon Health & Science University 
2005 - 2008 Associate Professor, Dept. of Physiology & Pharmacology, Oregon Health & Science University 
2008-present Professor of Anesthesiology & Perioperative Medicine and Physiology & Pharmacology 
2009-present Professor of Neurology and Neurological Surgery, Oregon Health & Science University 
2011-present Vice Chair for Research, Dept. of Anesthesiology & Perioperative Medicine, OHSU 
2014-present James Metcalfe Chair of Cardiovascular Medicine, OHSU 
2015-present Director of Research, Knight Cardiovascular Institute, OHSU 
 
OTHER EXPERIENCE AND PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS 
Editorial Boards: 
2000 – 2010  Stroke 
2001 – 2011  American Journal of Physiology:  Heart & Circulatory Physiology 



2005 – Present Journal of Cerebral Blood Flow and Metabolism 
2009 – Present Translational Stroke Research 
 
Review Panels: (Charter member participation is highlighted in bold font) 
2003 - 2004  Brain Injury Study Section, Special Emphasis Review Panel, NINDS 
2004 – 2008  Member-American Heart Association Brain-1 Study Section 
2006 – 2009  Member-Neural Oxidative Metabolism and Death (NOMD) Study Section 
2009    Ad hoc, Surgery, Anesthesiology and Trauma Study Section (SAT) 
2010    Ad hoc, Stroke, Traumatic Brain Injury and Neurovascular Pathologies Special Panel 
2010 - 2012  College of CSR Reviewers 
2010 - 2013  Member-American Heart Association Brain-3 Study Section 
2011    Ad hoc-Cellular and Molecular Biology of Glia (CMBG) Study Section 
2013 - 2017  Member-Vascular Cell and Molecular Biology (VCMB) Study Section 
2014   Department of Veterans Affairs Rehabilitation Research and Development Brain Injury  
2016    Institutional T32 Research Training Grants Special Emphasis Panel 
2017 - Present Chair-American Heart Association Brain Fellowship Study Section 
2018 Small business panel on Drug Discovery for Aging, Neuropsychiatric and Neurologic 

Disorders 
2018 Hydrocephalus Association Discovery Science Awards 
2019 - 2021 Chair- Small business panel on Drug Discovery for Aging, Neuropsychiatric and Neurologic 

Disorders 
2019 - 2023 Member-Brain Injury and Neurovascular Pathologies (BINP) Study Section 
 
Institutional Panels: 
2007  Chair, OHSU Research Center for Gender-Based Medicine Seed Funding Program 
2007   Oregon Clinical and Translation Research Institute (OCTRI) Pilot Project Review Panel 
2010-2014   Oregon Brain Institute Neurobiology of Disease Research Review Committee 
2013-2015  Center for Women’s Health Circle of Giving Scientific Advisory Board 
2013-2015  OHSU Presidential Bridge Funding Review Panel 
 
Committees & Memberships: 
1994-present  American Physiological Society 
1996-present  Society for Neuroscience 
1998-present  Fellow of the American Heart Association Stroke Council 
1998-present  International Society of Cerebral Blood Flow and Metabolism 
2005-present  Association of University Anesthesiologists (AUA) 
2011    NINDS Stroke Progress Review Group – Cerebrovascular Biology and Neurovascular Unit 
2013-present  The Knight Cardiovascular Institute Research Executive Committee 
2014-2015   OHSU School of Medicine Basic Science Organization Task Force 
 
C. Contributions to Science 
1.   Role of astrocyte-derived P450 eicosanoids in neurovascular coupling  

We identified and characterized the enzyme responsible for the formation of epoxyeicosatrienoic acids 
(EETs) in rat brain astrocytes as cytochrome P450 2C11 epoxygenase. We demonstrated that glutamate 
stimulates the formation and release of EETs from astrocytes in vitro, and that inhibition of P450 
epoxygenase in vivo reduces cerebral blood flow and inhibits the hyperemic response following glutamate 
application and whisker and forepaw stimulation.  
 
a. Alkayed NJ, Narayanan J, Gebremedhin D, Medhora M, Roman RJ, Harder DR. Molecular 

characterization of an arachidonic acid epoxygenase in rat brain astrocytes. Stroke. 1996;27:971-979. 
b. Alkayed NJ, Birks EK, Narayanan J, Petrie KA, Kohler-Cabot AE, Harder DR. Role of P450 arachidonic 

acid epoxygenase in the response of cerebral blood flow to glutamate. Stroke. 1997;28:1066-1072. 
c. Harder DR, Alkayed NJ, Lange AR, Gebremedhin D, Roman RJ. Functional hyperemia in the brain: 

hypothesis for astrocyte-derived vasodilator metabolites. Stroke. 1998;29:229-234. 
d. Peng X, Carhuapoma JR, Bhardwaj A, Alkayed NJ, Falck JR, Harder DR, Traystman RJ, Koehler RC. 

Suppression of cortical functional hyperemia to vibrissal stimulation in the rat by epoxygenase 
inhibitors. Am J Physiol Heart Circ Physiol. 2002;283:H2029-37. 



 
2.   Sex difference and role of sex steroids in ischemic brain injury after stroke 

Using a rodent model of ischemic stroke induced by intraluminal occlusion of the middle cerebral artery 
(MCA), we found that young adult females are protected from ischemic brain injury, and that protection is in 
part linked to the female sex hormone estrogen. We investigated the mechanism of neuroprotection by 
estrogen and found that it increases collateral blood flow to limit ischemic damage, in addition to protecting 
brain cells directly independent of changes in cerebral blood flow (CBF). Microarray analysis led to the 
discovery of neuroprotective genes regulated by estrogen, including CART (cocaine and amphetamine-
regulated transcript) and the transcription factor STAT3 (signal transducer and activator of transcription-3).  
 
a. Alkayed NJ, Harukuni I, Kimes AL, London ED, Traystman RJ and Hurn PD.  Gender-linked brain injury 

in experimental stroke.  Stroke. 1998;29:159-166.   
b. Alkayed NJ, Murphy SJ, Traystman RJ, Hurn PD. Neuroprotective effects of female gonadal steroids in 

reproductively senescent female rats. Stroke. 2000;31:161-168. 
c. Xu Y, Zhang W, Klaus J, Young J, Koerner I, Sheldahl LC, Hurn PD, Martínez-Murillo F, Alkayed NJ. 

Role of CART in Estradiol-Mediated Neuroprotection. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A. 2006;103(39):14489-
94. 

d. Dziennis S, Jia T, Ronnekleiv OK, Hurn PD, Alkayed NJ. Role of signal transducer and activator of 
transcription-3 in estradiol-mediated neuroprotection. J Neurosci. 2007;27(27):7268-74. PMCID: 
PMC2570353 

 
3.  Neuroprotective properties of P450 eicosanoids and the therapeutic potential of soluble epoxide 

hydrolase inhibition in stroke 
We found that ischemic preconditioning induces the expression of P450 epoxygenase in rat brain, which was 
associated with tissue protection. This led us to investigate the neuroprotective properties of 
epoxyeicosatrienoic acids (EETs). We found in cultured astrocytes that hypoxic preconditioning induces 
P450 epoxygenase expression (EETs synthase) via hypoxia inducible factor -1 alpha (HIF-1α), and that 
addition of EETs to media protects astrocytes from ischemia-like injury induced in vitro by incubating cells 
under oxygen glucose deprivation (OGD) conditions. We also found that inhibition and gene deletion of EETs-
metabolizing enzyme soluble epoxide hydrolase (sEH) increases endogenous levels of EETs and protects 
against ischemic injury, in part by improving microvascular perfusion.  
 
a. Alkayed NJ, Goyagi T, Joh H-D, Klaus J, Harder DR, Traystman RJ, Hurn PD.  Neuroprotection and 

P450 2C11 upregulation after experimental transient ischemic attack.  Stroke 2002;33:1677-1684. 
b. Liu M, Alkayed NJ. Hypoxic Preconditioning and Tolerance via Hypoxia Inducible Factor (HIF1)-

Linked Induction of P450 2C11 Epoxygenase in Astrocytes. J Cereb Blood Flow Metab. 2005;25:939-
48. 

c. Zhang W, Koerner IP, Noppens R, Grafe M, Tsai H-J, Morisseau C, Luria A, Hammock BD, Falck JR, 
Alkayed NJ. Soluble epoxide hydrolase: a novel therapeutic target in stroke. J Cereb Blood Flow 
Metab. 2007;27:1931-40. PMCID: PMC2664093. 

d. Koerner IP, Jacks R, DeBarber AE, Koop D, Mao P, Grant DF, Alkayed NJ. Polymorphisms in the 
human soluble epoxide hydrolase gene EPHX2 linked to neuronal survival after ischemic injury. J 
Neurosci. 2007;27(17):4642-9. PMID: 17460077. 

 
4.   Peroxisomal proliferation in ischemic neurons after stroke 

While monitoring the movement of sEH protein in neurons after ischemia, we made the observation that the 
protein translocates to peroxisomes under ischemic conditions, which was associated with proliferation of 
peroxisomes (biogenesis), and that peroxisomal proliferation serves a protective function in part mediated 
via the peroxisomal enzyme catalase. Proliferation of peroxisomes resembles mitochondrial fission, and 
shares with it the dynamin-related protein-1 (Drp-1). We found that Drp-1 knockdown using lentiviral vector-
mediated delivery of shRNA against Drp-1 exacerbates neuronal cell death induced in vitro by oxygen 
glucose deprivation (OGD), whereas enhancing peroxisomal biogenesis pharmacologically using a 
peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-alpha agonist protects against neuronal death induced by OGD.  

 



a. Nelson JW, Subrahmanyan RM, Summers SA, Xiao X, Alkayed NJ. Soluble epoxide hydrolase 
dimerization is required for hydrolase activity. J Biol Chem. 2013 Mar 15;288(11):7697-703. PMCID: 
PMC3597810. 

b. Mao L, Jia J, Zhou X, Xiao Y, Wang Y, Mao X, Zhen X, Guan Y, Alkayed NJ, Cheng J. Delayed 
administration of a PTEN inhibitor BPV improves functional recovery after experimental stroke. 
Neuroscience. 2013 Feb 12;231:272-81. PMCID: PMC3691271.  

c. Young JM, Nelson JW, Cheng J, Zhang W, Mader S, Davis CM, Morrison RS, Alkayed NJ. Peroxisomal 
biogenesis in ischemic brain. Antioxid Redox Signal. 2015 Jan 10;22(2):109-20. PMCID: PMC4281844. 

d. Nelson JW, Das AJ, Barnes AP, Alkayed NJ. Disrupting Dimerization Translocates Soluble Epoxide 
Hydrolase to Peroxisomes. PLoS One. 2016 May 20;11(5):e0152742. PMCID: PMC4874748. 

 
5.   Role for soluble epoxide hydrolase in age-related vascular cognitive impairment (VCI) 

We found higher level of expression of soluble epoxide hydrolase (sEH) in microvascular endothelium in 
postmortem human brain tissue from individuals formerly enrolled in the Oregon Brain Aging Study, who had 
a history of cognitive impairment and histopathological evidence of microvascular disease. Higher sEH 
expression was associated with higher EETs metabolism and higher lesion burden both on premortem MRI 
and postmortem histopathology. A functional single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) of sEH gene ephx2 
correlated with higher lesion volume. We have also shown in mice that high-fat diet (HFD)-induced diabetes 
causes a similar increase in cerebrovascular sEH, which is also associated with cognitive impairment. Finally, 
we developed a mouse model of chronic cerebral hypoperfusion, and examined the interaction between 
HFD-induced diabetes and hypoperfusion, as two potential contributors to age-related cognitive decline.  
 
a. Nelson JW, Young JM, Borkar RN, Woltjer RL, Quinn JF, Silbert LC, Grafe MR, Alkayed NJ. Role of 

soluble epoxide hydrolase in age-related vascular cognitive decline. Prostaglandins Other Lipid Mediat. 
2014 Oct;113-115: 30-7. PMCID: PMC4254026. 

b. Zuloaga KL, Johnson LA, Roese NE, Marzulla T, Zhang W, Nie X, Alkayed FN, Hong C, Grafe MR, 
Pike MM, Raber J, Alkayed NJ. High fat diet-induced diabetes in mice exacerbates cognitive deficit due 
to chronic hypoperfusion. J Cereb Blood Flow Metab. 2015 Nov 11. PMCID: PMC4929700.  

c. Zuloaga KL, Zhang W, Yeiser LA, Stewart B, Kukino A, Nie X, Roese NE, Grafe MR, Pike MM, Raber 
J, Alkayed NJ. Neurobehavioral and imaging correlates of hippocampal atrophy in a mouse model of 
vascular cognitive impairment. Transl Stroke Res. 2015 Oct;6(5):390-8. PMCID: PMC:4561019. 

d. Johnson LA, Zuloaga KL, Kugelman TL, Mader KS, Morré JT, Zuloaga DG, Weber S, Marzulla T, 
Mulford A, Button D, Lindner JR, Alkayed NJ, Stevens JF, Raber J. Amelioration of Metabolic 
Syndrome-Associated Cognitive Impairments in Mice via a Reduction in Dietary Fat Content or Infusion 
of Non-Diabetic Plasma. EBioMedicine. 2015 Dec 12;3:26-42. PMCID: PMC4739422. 

 
Complete List of Published Work in: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Alkayed+NJ 
 
D. Additional Information: Research Support and/or Scholastic Performance  
 
ONGOING RESEARCH SUPPORT 
 
1 R01 NS108501-01       Alkayed (PI)   05/01/2018 - 04/30/2023 
NIH / NINDS 
Endothelial-Pericyte Crosstalk in Diabetic Stroke 
The project examines the role of pericytes in regulating capillary blood flow in brain in response to endothelial 
signals, and their role in microvascular dysfunction after stroke. 
 
1RF1AG058273-01       Alkayed (PI)   09/15/2017 - 06/30/2022 
NIH /NIA 
Neuroinflammatory mechanisms of aging-related vascular cognitive impairment (VCI) 
The project will investigate the role of monocyte/macrophage infiltration of aged brain in the development of 
neuroinflammation and age-related cognitive impairment. 
 
1T32HL094294         Alkayed, PI   09/01/2014 - 08/31/2020 
NIH /NHLBI 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Alkayed+NJ


Training in Translational Science and Cardiovascular Research  
This is a training grant designed to train MD and PhD postdoctoral fellows in translational science and 
cardiovascular research.  
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Albert-Ludwigs-University, Freiburg, Germany  MD 06/1997 Medicine 

Johannes Gutenberg-University, Mainz, Germany Dr. med 
(~PhD equiv) 

12/2002 Neuroscience 

Johannes Gutenberg-University, Mainz, Germany Residency 07/2003 Anesthesiology and 
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fellowship 

06/2006 Neuroscience 
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A. Personal Statement 
I am a physician-scientist and practicing neurointensivist who maintains an active translational neuroscience 
research program. My scientific interest is to understand the role of inflammatory processes in ischemic brain 
injury and recovery, specifically the multifaceted contributions of microglia to early vs delayed brain injury. My 
most recent work explored how danger signals from injured neurons activate microglia to a neurotoxic 
phenotype that exacerbates neuronal death after cardiac arrest (CA) and cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR). 
I currently investigate whether microglia support restorative neurogenesis after cardiac arrest. I also have 
significant experience investigating sex differences and the role of soluble epoxide hydrolase in ischemic brain 
injury using both in vivo and in vitro models and will be able to assist Dr. Xu with those aspects of her project. 
I have successfully mentored multiple postdoctoral fellows, residents, medical students and undergraduate 
students in my lab, many of whom have successful academic careers. I especially enjoy working with 
individuals who have an interest in the clinical implications of our bench research. I also regularly serve as 
academic advisor for anesthesiology residents and critical care fellows and am actively involved in clinical 
training of anesthesiology, neurosurgery, and neurology residents and fellows. I have followed Dr. Xu’s 
development as an anesthesiology resident and research scholar very closely and meet with her regularly to 
discuss her research project and advise her on career development. I am delighted to accept formal 
responsibilities as a secondary mentor for Dr. Xu’s FAER project. My unique perspective and experience as an 
anesthesiologist and physician-scientist will complement the support provided by her primary mentor Dr. 
Alkayed. As Dr. Xu moves into the research phase of her training, I will continue to teach her to leverage her 
unique background as a budding clinician-scientist to achieve success in the studies she will be conducting 
and how to continue to ask good, clinically relevant questions as she progresses in her career. I will ensure Dr. 
Xu’s access to the resources available through the Department of Anesthesiology and Perioperative Medicine 
(APOM), including molecular and tissue culture cores, administrative support, and most importantly a tight 
community of clinicians and basic and translational researchers. In addition to her regular meetings with Dr. 
Alkayed’s group in the Knight Cardiovascular Institute, Dr. Xu will attend the weekly APOM departmental 
research seminars that showcase both clinical and translational projects and provide a rich source of ideas and 
guidance for our trainees. I will also work with her directly on her writing and presentation skills and invite her 
to assist me in reviewing manuscripts pertinent to her interest in the neurosciences in anesthesiology. I expect 
her to continue to present her research to the anesthesiology community at national meetings and will advise 
her on abstracts and presentations. 



B. Positions and Honors 

Positions and Employment 
01/2007-07/2007 Visiting Assistant Professor, Anesthesiology & Perioperative Medicine, Oregon Health & 

Science University, Portland, OR 
01/2007-present Attending Physician Neurosciences Intensive Care Unit, Oregon Health & Science 

University, Portland, OR 
08/2007-06/2014 Assistant Professor, Anesthesiology and Perioperative Medicine, Oregon Health & Science 

University, Portland, Oregon, USA 
07/2014-06/2019 Associate Professor, Anesthesiology & Perioperative Medicine, Oregon Health & Science 

University, Portland, Oregon, USA 
07/2014-present Medical Director Neurosciences Intensive Care Unit, Oregon Health & Science University, 

Portland, OR 
10/2016–06/2019 Associate Professor, Neurological Surgery (Joint Appointment), Oregon Health & Science 

University, Portland, Oregon, USA 
07/2019 –present Professor, Anesthesiology & Perioperative Medicine, Oregon Health & Science University, 

Portland, Oregon, USA 
07/2019 –present Professor, Neurological Surgery (Joint Appointment), Oregon Health & Science University, 

Portland, Oregon, USA 
Honors/Awards 
2002 Dr. med “magna cum laude” Johannes Gutenberg-University, Mainz, Germany  
2003 Brain’03 & Brain PET’03 Bursary for Young Scientists, International Society for Cerebral 

Blood Flow and Metabolism  
2003 Institutional Grant MAIFOR, Johannes Gutenberg-University Mainz, Germany  
2003 First Place Resident Research Contest, 57th Postgraduate Assembly of the New York State 

Society of Anesthesiologists (PGA) 
2005 Brain05 Bursary for Young Scientists, International Society for Cerebral Blood Flow and 

Metabolism  
2006 John D. Michenfelder New Investigator Award, Society for Neurosurgical Anesthesia and 

Critical Care  
2008 Seed Grant, Medical Research Foundation of Oregon  
2010 Grant, Collins Medical Trust 
2010 K02 Independent Investigator Award, NINDS 
2011  Teaching Award, Department of Neurology, Oregon Health & Science University 
2012 Junior Faculty Award, Association of University Anesthesiologists 
2015 Elected member of the Association of University Anesthesiologists 
2018 R21, NINDS 
2018 Appointed Chair of Scientific Advisory Board, Association of University Anesthesiologists 
2018 Professional Board Award, Oregon Health & Science University 
2018 Fellow of the Neurocritical Care Society 
2018 Presidential Citation, Neurocritical Care Society 
2018 Elected to Board of Directors, Society for Neuroscience in Anesthesiology and Critical Care 
2019 Teaching Award, Department of Neurology, Oregon Health & Science University 
Licensure/Board Certification 
06/2007 board certification for Anesthesiology & Intensive Care Medicine in Germany 
03/2011 unlimited medical license, Board of Medical Examiners, Oregon 
10/2012 initial certification, American Board of Anesthesiology 
12/2013 certification Neurocritical Care, United Council for Neurologic Subspecialties 



C. Contribution to Science 

Induction of ischemic tolerance by pharmacological preconditioning: During residency and in my graduate 
work, I investigated how chemical preconditioning can induce tolerance against subsequent ischemic brain 
injury. While we initially used a relatively toxic drug, 3-nitropropionic acid, to induce tolerance, I subsequently 
expanded on the concept of chemical preconditioning to show that similar tolerance can be induced by a much 
more clinically relevant agent, a macrolide antibiotic. We termed this phenomenon “pharmacological 
preconditioning” and went on to show that it induces a re-programming and down-regulation of the brain’s 
inflammatory response to ischemia.  

a. Brambrink AM, Schneider A, Noga H, Astheimer A, Götz B, Körner I, Heimann A, Welschof M, Kempski 
O: Tolerance-inducing dose of 3-Nitropropionic acid modulates bcl-2 and bax balance in the rat brain: a 
potential mechanism of chemical preconditioning. J Cereb Blood Flow Metab 20:1425-36, 2000; PMID: 
11043905, available online 

b. Brambrink AM*, Koerner IP*, Diehl K, Strobel G, Kempski O: Antibiotic erythromycin induces tolerance 
against transient global cerebral ischemia in rats (pharmacological preconditioning). Anesthesiology 
104:1208-1215; 2006, PMID: 16732092, available online *equal contribution 

c. Koerner IP, Gatting M, Noppens RR, Kempski O, Brambrink AM: Induction of cerebral ischemic 
tolerance by erythromycin preconditioning re-programs the transcriptional response to ischemia and 
suppresses inflammation. Anesthesiology 106:538-47; 2007, PMID: 17325513, available online 

 
Role of sex and sex hormones in ischemic brain injury: Female animals are protected from stroke injury, which 
is partly caused by a neuroprotective effect of the female sex hormones estrogen and progesterone. We found 
that the mechanisms of neuroprotection are complex, involving direct effects on neurons of both estrogen and 
progesterone, as well as an indirect protective effect caused by modulation of inflammation after stroke. We 
also uncovered that isolated neurons in culture that are derived from female animals have an intrinsically 
different susceptibility to ischemic injury than neurons derived from male animals, suggesting that some of the 
sex differences in ischemic brain injury are independent of hormonal influences.  
a. Xu Y, Zhang W, Klaus J, Young J, Koerner IP, Sheldahl LC, Hurn PD, Martinez-Murillo F, Alkayed NJ: 

Role of cocaine- and amphetamine-regulated transcript in estradiol-mediated neuroprotection. Proc Natl 
Acad Sci U S A. 103:14489-94; 2006, PMC1636703  

b. Ardeshiri A, Kelley MH, Koerner IP, Hurn PD, Herson PS: Mechanism of progesterone neuroprotection 
of rat cerebellar Purkinje cells following oxygen-glucose deprivation. European Journal of Neuroscience. 
24:2567-74; 2006 

c. Koerner IP, Zhang W, Cheng J, Parker S, Hurn PD, Alkayed NJ: Soluble epoxide hydrolase: regulation 
by estrogen and role in the inflammatory response to cerebral ischemia. Frontiers in Bioscience 13:2833-
2841; 2008, PMC2593891 

d. Fairbanks SL, Young JM, Nelson JW, Davis CM, Koerner IP, Alkayed NJ: Mechanism of the sex 
difference in neuronal ischemic cell death. Neuroscience, 219:183-91, 2012, PMCID:  PMC3402645  

 
The contribution of soluble epoxide hydrolase to ischemic brain injury: Soluble epoxide hydrolase (sEH) is an 
enzyme that inactivates the cytochrome P450-derived arachidonic metabolite epoxyeicosatrienoic acid (EET). 
EET is a vasoactive mediator that has been linked to neuroprotection and inflammation. Inhibition of sEH 
increases EET concentrations, providing a possible therapeutic approach for neuroprotection. We confirmed 
that EET are neuroprotective after stroke, partly because they inhibit inflammation. More importantly, we found 
that human genetic variants of sEH differentially affect EET concentrations and alter neuronal susceptibility to 
ischemic cell death in vitro. More recently, we found that human variants of soluble expoxide hydrolase also 
alter stroke injury in vivo, dependent on their ability to translocate from the cytoplasm into the peroxisomes. 
a. Zhang W, Koerner IP, Noppens R, Graf M, Morriseau C, Hammock B, Falck J, Alkayed NJ: Soluble 

epoxide hydrolase inhibition is protective against ischemic brain injury through blood flow-independent 
mechanism. Journal of Cerebral Blood Flow and Metabolism, 27:1931-1940; 2007, PMC2664093  

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=pubmed&cmd=Retrieve&dopt=AbstractPlus&list_uids=11043905&query_hl=8&itool=pubmed_DocSum
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=pubmed&cmd=Retrieve&dopt=AbstractPlus&list_uids=11043905&query_hl=8&itool=pubmed_DocSum
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=pubmed&cmd=Retrieve&dopt=AbstractPlus&list_uids=16732092&query_hl=8&itool=pubmed_docsum
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=pubmed&cmd=Retrieve&dopt=AbstractPlus&list_uids=16732092&query_hl=8&itool=pubmed_docsum
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=pubmed&cmd=Retrieve&dopt=AbstractPlus&list_uids=17325513&query_hl=8&itool=pubmed_docsum
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=pubmed&cmd=Retrieve&dopt=AbstractPlus&list_uids=17325513&query_hl=8&itool=pubmed_docsum
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=pubmed&cmd=Retrieve&dopt=AbstractPlus&list_uids=17325513&query_hl=8&itool=pubmed_docsum
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=pubmed&cmd=Retrieve&dopt=AbstractPlus&list_uids=16971488&query_hl=8&itool=pubmed_docsum
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=pubmed&cmd=Retrieve&dopt=AbstractPlus&list_uids=17100844&query_hl=8&itool=pubmed_docsum
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=pubmed&cmd=Retrieve&dopt=AbstractPlus&list_uids=17100844&query_hl=8&itool=pubmed_docsum
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?Db=pubmed&Cmd=ShowDetailView&TermToSearch=17981757&ordinalpos=1&itool=EntrezSystem2.PEntrez.Pubmed.Pubmed_ResultsPanel.Pubmed_RVDocSum
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?Db=pubmed&Cmd=ShowDetailView&TermToSearch=17981757&ordinalpos=1&itool=EntrezSystem2.PEntrez.Pubmed.Pubmed_ResultsPanel.Pubmed_RVDocSum
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22641086
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/22641086
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=pubmed&cmd=Retrieve&dopt=AbstractPlus&list_uids=17440491&query_hl=8&itool=pubmed_docsum
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=pubmed&cmd=Retrieve&dopt=AbstractPlus&list_uids=17440491&query_hl=8&itool=pubmed_docsum
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.fcgi?db=pubmed&cmd=Retrieve&dopt=AbstractPlus&list_uids=17440491&query_hl=8&itool=pubmed_docsum


b. Koerner IP, Jacks R, Grant DF, DeBarber AE, Koop D, Alkayed NJ: Polymorphisms in the human 
soluble epoxide hydrolase gene EPHX2 linked to neuronal survival after ischemic injury. Journal of 
Neuroscience 27:4642-4649; 2007, PMID: 17460077, available online 

c. Koerner IP, Zhang W, Cheng J, Parker S, Hurn PD, Alkayed NJ: Soluble epoxide hydrolase: regulation 
by estrogen and role in the inflammatory response to cerebral ischemia. Frontiers in Bioscience 13:2833-
2841; 2008, PMC2593891 

d. Nelson JW, Zhang W, Alkayed NJ, Koerner IP: Peroxisomal translocation of soluble epoxide hydrolase 
protects against ischemic stroke injury. Journal of Cerebral Blood Flow and Metabolism 2015, PMID: 
26126869 

 
The role of microglia in secondary brain injury after stroke and cardiac arrest: The inflammatory response after 
the ischemic insult causes secondary brain injury and contributes significantly to the final deficit. Microglia, the 
brain resident immune cells, are early drivers of the inflammatory response after stroke and the only immune 
cells responsible for brain inflammation after global ischemia during cardiac arrest/resuscitation. We found that 
microglial activation after cardiac arrest is primarily neurotoxic, but can be manipulated towards a more anti-
inflammatory phenotype, which reduces delayed neuronal death. Using the CX3CR1CreER/DTR mouse, we 
confirmed that deletion of microglia improves neuronal survival after cardiac arrest. A manuscript describing 
these findings has been submitted for publication. I have received funding from the American Heart 
Association to investigate the mediators of microglia toxicity after cardiac arrest. The neurotoxic activation of 
microglia occurs in response to danger signals that are released from injured neurons after ischemia. We have 
identified a novel danger signal that drives microglial neurotoxicity after cardiac arrest/resuscitation. A second 
manuscript describing these findings is currently under review for publication in the Journal of 

Neuroinflammation. 
a. Weinstein JR, Koerner IP, Möller T. Microglia in ischemic brain injury. Future Neurology, 5:227-246, 

2010, PMCID:  PMC2853969 
b. Wang JM, Fujiyoshi T, Kosaka Y, Raybuck JD, Lattal KM, Ikeda M, Herson PS, Koerner IP: Inhibition of 

Soluble Epoxide Hydrolase after Cardiac Arrest/Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation Induces a 
Neuroprotective Phenotype in Activated Microglia and Improves Neuronal Survival. Journal of Cerebral 
Blood Flow and Metabolism, 33:1574-81, 2013, PMCID: PMC3790926 

c. Hutchens MP, Fujiyoshi T, Koerner IP, Herson PS: Extracranial hypothermia during cardiac arrest and 
cardiopulmonary resuscitation is neuroprotective in vivo. Therapeutic Hypothermia and Temperature 
Management, 2014 Jun;4(2):79-87, PMCID: PMC4046354 

 
URL to a full list of my published work as found in My Bibliography: 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/myncbi/123wpOMt929A-
/bibliograpahy/40559018/public/?sort=date&direction=ascending 

D. Research Support 

Current Research Support 
 
R21 NS102948 Koerner (PI)                07/2018 – 06/2020 
“Microglial control of post-ischemic neurogenesis” 
The goal of this study is to determine how microglia support birth and functional integration of new neurons 
after cardiac arrest. 
Role: PI 
 
Completed Research Support 
 
American Heart Association 14GRNT20380839 Koerner (PI)      07/2014 – 06/2016  

http://www.jneurosci.org/cgi/content/abstract/27/17/4642
http://www.jneurosci.org/cgi/content/abstract/27/17/4642
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?Db=pubmed&Cmd=ShowDetailView&TermToSearch=17981757&ordinalpos=1&itool=EntrezSystem2.PEntrez.Pubmed.Pubmed_ResultsPanel.Pubmed_RVDocSum
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?Db=pubmed&Cmd=ShowDetailView&TermToSearch=17981757&ordinalpos=1&itool=EntrezSystem2.PEntrez.Pubmed.Pubmed_ResultsPanel.Pubmed_RVDocSum
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26126869
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26126869
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/20401171
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/myncbi/123wpOMt929A-/bibliograpahy/40559018/public/?sort=date&direction=ascending
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/myncbi/123wpOMt929A-/bibliograpahy/40559018/public/?sort=date&direction=ascending


“Mechanisms of microglia-mediated secondary brain injury after cardiac arrest” 
The goal of this study is to investigate the role of TNF-alpha mediated microglial toxicity in delayed neuronal 
death after cardiac arrest. 
Role: PI 
 
K02 NS067051  Koerner (PI)        12/2010 – 06/2014  
“Microglial uptake and inactivation of epoxyeicosatrienoic acid in stroke injury” 
The goal of this study is to define the mechanism of uptake and inactivation of epoxyeicosatrienoic acid by 
microglia and the role of this mechanism in stroke injury. 
Role: PI 
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July 25, 2019 

Letter of Support - Yifan Xu, MD 

 

 
 

  

 
 
 
 

 

Dear Grant Review Committee, 
 

It is my absolute pleasure to write this letter of support for Dr. Yifan Xu’s FAER Research 
Fellowship Grant application. It is rare for me to have such an opportunity to saturate a letter of 
recommendations with so many superlatives. Yifan joined our department as an intern in 2016 
after successfully completing a fully-funded MD/PhD through Weill Cornell Medical College and 
The Rockefeller University. While there, she won the competitive Soros Fellowship for New 
Americans for her “creativity, leadership, and promise” in the field of biomedical research. She 
has published in high impact journals, most notably in Neuron and Nature. She had the honor to 
present at the Champaulimaud Neural Circuits and Behavior Conference in Lisbon, Portugal. She 
had outstanding evaluations as an intern and our attending physicians greatly enjoy working with 
her in the OR and Pain Clinic. Throughout her residency she is consistently efficient, empathetic, 
curious and calm even in the most stressful situations. 

 
Yifan is a remarkable asset to our anesthesiology residency program and I am proud to support 
her as she transitions to the research portion of her training. As a member of our OHSU Oregon 
Scholars Program, Yifan is guaranteed to have 18 months of total protected research time during 
48 total months of innovative anesthesiology training, with no less than 80% of her professional 
effort going towards research. Created in 2006, OSP has supported many successful clinician 
scientists who have contributed to academic anesthesiology on a national level. Many of them 
remain on our faculty and serve as mentors for our next generation of residents while conducting 
their own research. It is highly competitive to apply, with only one research position available 
annually. Our past recruitment cycle saw over 100 applications for the Research Scholar position, 
and as Chief Resident of Research, Yifan was instrumental to recruit our excellent incoming 
scholars along with her helping our current junior scholars find mentorship at OHSU. 

 
I became our Interim Department Chair as Yifan was starting her own mentorship search in the 
summer of 2018. She deftly navigated the greater OHSU research community. Even while 
ensuring her own support, she demonstrated her extraordinary commitment to research by 
reaching out to current MD/PhD students to recruit them to a career in academic anesthesiology, 
and has proved to be a shining example of the commitment our department has to sustain our 
outstanding research program. Through it all, she has remained completely focused on her own 
research goals, joining Dr. Nabil Alkayed’s laboratory in January of 2019 and spending 6 months 
building the foundations of her career in neurovascular coupling. While ultimately interested in 
pain, she has the astute insight that neurovascular coupling likely contributes to pain pathology, 
and it could be her niche of study since little has been done in the field. Since Dr. Alkayed’s 
laboratory specializes in stroke, a vascular disease with known neuropathic implications, she 
decided to spend her residency fellowship training in blood vessel biology. During these first 6 
months, she learned an entirely new set of literature in neurovascular coupling, quickly mastered 
an extremely technical surgical technique for microvascular manipulation, learned transgenic 
mouse maintenance and handling, and used these skills to create a set of preliminary data that is 
the foundation for this grant. Additionally, she was one of 19 emerging international scientists in 
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neurovascular coupling who was invited to the Cajal Neuroscience Program in Bordeaux where 
she presented her preliminary work, trained in new technology, and networked with current and 
future leaders in the field. Yifan’s hypothesis that P-450 eicosanoids act on the GPR39 receptor in 
a sex-specific manner to generate differential stroke outcomes has profound implications on 
finding drug targets in neuropathology, and I have no doubt that her current work will result in a 
first author publication and presentations at multiple international meetings by the end of her 
fellowship. 

 
Dr. Alkayed has demonstrated excellent mentorship of students, postdocs, and fellows during his 
time at OHSU where he specializes in P-450 eicosanoids signaling in modulating stroke outcomes. 
He has ample resources as the James Metcalfe Endowed Chair of Cardiovascular Research and is 
also Director of research for the Knight Cardiovascular Institute. He currently has two R-01s as 
well as several internal grants, and has limited administrative and no teaching responsibilities. As 
his mentee, Yifan will have full access to all of the cores at the institution where senior 
technicians and postdocs will be available to answer any questions regarding imaging, 
immunohistochemistry, chemical biology, spectroscopy, and mouse genetics. As a member of my 
department, Yifan will also have unrestricted access to the facilities and staff that support our 
research enterprise. In addition to Dr. Alkayed, Yifan has chosen her long-time clinical mentor, 
Dr. Ines Koerner, a professor in Anesthesiology and senior clinician-scientist, to serve as her co- 
mentor. Well published in neurovascular coupling, P-450 eicosanoids and sex-specific stroke 
differences, Dr. Koerner has a demonstrated passion for mentoring emerging scientists and will 
be a powerful addition to Yifan’s mentoring team. 

 
While our department has undergone significant leadership changes in the past year there has 
been no diminishment in our support for research. Of note, we successfully recruited Dr. Selva 
Baltan, a senior investigator from the Cleveland Clinic, who will start as our Vice Chair of Basic 
Science this September. Dr. Brandon Togioka, has stepped into the leadership role for clinical 
research. Dean Sharon Anderson is committed to maintaining our department’s outstanding 
contributions to research and to finding and supporting a permanent chair who will sustain and 
augment our mission to train anesthesiologist-scientists. 

 
With this application, we believe we have clearly demonstrated that Yifan has the maturity, 
dedication, brilliance, and insight to excel through her research fellowship and will launch her 
future career as an independent clinician-scientist researching the vascular modulation of 
chronic pain. My department and OHSU are committed to assisting Yifan to achieve her goals, 
and I ask that you join me in supporting her. A FAER Research Fellowship Grant not only offers 
monetary support, but also gives a stamp of approval for belief in a young investigator’s lasting 
career as a clinician-scientist. We have every expectation that she will be successful. 

           
Thank you, 

Stephen T. Robinson, MD    Sharon Anderson, MD 
Interim Department Chair of Anesthesiology  Executive VP & Dean, School of Medicine 
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July 30, 2019 
 
Dear FAER Research Committee Members, 
 
I am writing to enthusiastically lend my support and demonstrate my commitment for Yifan 
Xu’s Research Fellowship Grant application. I am Professor of Anesthesiology & 
Perioperative Medicine, Neurology, Neurological Surgery, Cardiovascular Medicine and 
Physiology & Pharmacology. I hold The James Metcalfe Chair in Cardiovascular Medicine, 
and I am the Director of Research at The Knight Cardiovascular Institute. I previously 
served as Vice Chair for Research in the Department of Anesthesiology & Perioperative 
Medicine, and currently serve on The Oregon Brain Institute Leadership Council and The 
School of Medicine Research Leadership Group. Nationally, I am an elected Fellow of the 
American Heart Association (AHA) Stroke Council. I served on the National Institute of 
Neurological Disease and Stroke (NINDS) Stroke Progress Review Group 
(Cerebrovascular Biology and Neurovascular Unit), and on the Editorial Boards of Stroke 
and American Journal of Physiology-Heart & Circulation. I am currently on the Editorial 
Boards of Journal of Cerebral Blood Flow & Metabolism and Translational Stroke Research. 
I am currently a member of the NIH Brain Injury and Neurovascular Pathologies (BINP) 
study section. I served as Chair of the American Heart Association (AHA) Brain-1 fellowship 
study section, and I have recently been selected to chair the NIH Emerging Technologies 
and Training in Neurosciences (ETTN) Small Business Panel on Drug Discovery for Aging, 
Neuropsychiatric and Neurologic Disorders. I served on the College of CSR Reviewers, 
and I was a charter member of NIH Vascular Cell and Molecular Biology (VCMB) and 
Neuronal and Oxidative Mitochondrial Death (NOMD), and AHA Brain-1 and Brain-3 study 
sections. I frequently serve as ad hoc reviewer for many peer-reviewed scientific journals, 
and on NIH study sections, including NIH fellowship training grants, K awards and loan 
repayment grant applications. I have extensive mentorship experience, and I served as the 
primary mentor or co-mentor on successful NIH, FAER and AHA applications submitted by 
former students, residents and postdoctoral fellows, as well as junior faculty developing 
their own independent academic research careers. Several of my former trainees went on 
to develop their own independent research careers. My research interests are related to 
cerebrovascular disorders, cerebral ischemia and vascular dementia using small animal 
models of ischemic and hemorrhagic stroke and aging-related vascular dysfunction. My 
research program specifically focuses on the role of eicosanoid signaling in control of the 
cerebral microcirculation and its role in ischemic brain injury and aging-related dementia. 
To that end, we have recently identified GPR39 as the receptor for eicosanoids known to 
play a role in ischemic brain injury. Yifan’s project will investigate the role of GPR39 in 
ischemic stroke using a new GPR39 knockout mouse line we have recently developed.  
 
I believe that the true measure of my success as mentor is to ensure that trainees achieve 
their career aspirations. With this in mind, I am particularly excited to have Yifan in my lab, 
because in a short time she has mastered all the skills necessary to carry our proposed 
project, and I am committed to providing her with additional guidance and resources to help 
her reach her goal of becoming an independent academic investigator and a clinician-
scientist. 
 
Yifan came to the OHSU Department of Anesthesiology & Perioperative Medicine in 2016 
after being excellently trained at Cornell/Rockefeller University’s MSTP program. Her 
passion for research and anesthesiology was exceptionally clear during her residency 
interview, and as our first ranked candidate, we were extremely happy to have her match 
into the Research Fellow position of the Oregon Scholars Program, which guarantees 18 
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months of protected research time for her to pursue her dream of being a clinician-scientist. 
She first approached me as a potential mentor as she was completing her intern year. She 
recognized that, given her long term goals in translational research, she had a training gap 
in conducting basic science research in mammalian models of disease, and she wanted to 
become familiar with small animal experimentation in her residency training. She remains 
fascinated and dedicated to chronic pain management, both clinically and scientifically, but 
she realized that while many researchers were looking into the neuronal pathology of pain, 
very few, if any, were investigating neurovascular mechanisms in chronic pain. She decided 
to contribute to filling this gap in knowledge by using her residency fellowship time to gain 
expertise in neurovascular pathology in ischemic stroke.  
 
Yifan’s passion for and dedication to science were very apparent since the time I first met 
her. Throughout her clinical rotations, she has taken the initiative to meet with me on a 
regular basis to discuss potential projects. We worked together to generate a proposal that 
characterizes how GPR39 modulates neural damage to focal transient ischemia. For the 
past 6 months she has worked on perfecting her mouse microvascular surgical skills (the 
intraluminal Middle Cerebral Artery Occlusion, MCAO), which she used to gather 
preliminary data on the first in-vivo stroke experiments done in mice missing lacking 
GPR39. Yifan and I have worked together to develop a project that accomplishes four 
general goals: 1) expanding Yifan’s technical and research skillset, 2) increasing 
mechanistic understanding of how the newly deorphaned eicosanoid receptor GPR39 
modulates infarct size after ischemia, 3) whether GPR39 modulation of infarct size is sex-
specific, and 4) positioning Yifan to transition to an independent investigator. I believe her 
proposal provides a framework with which these goals will be achieved. Yifan brought a 
unique perspective to this project with her background in clinical practice. Seeing the 
literature on P-450 eicosanoid balance regulating vascular tone in a sex-specific manner, 
Yifan reasoned that GPR39 may act in vascular cells to modulate cerebral blood flow and 
infarct size after stroke by sensing and balancing the effects of vasoactive P-450 
eicosanoids in the ischemic environment. This insight prompted us to start surgically 
inducing transient focal ischemia in transgenic mice missing the GPR39 receptor to test 
this hypothesis. Yifan will use this approach to investigate the role of P-450 eicosanoids 
and GPR39 receptor in modulating stroke outcomes in male and female mice. The project 
is an excellent fit for Yifan’s long-term goals, since she is not only interested in 
neuroanesthesia, but also interested in the role of neurovascular coupling in chronic pain, 
and P-450 eicosanoids and have been implicated in modulating pain sensation. Thus, she 
will not only develop her ability to use in vivo model systems to perform translational 
research, she will also develop a scientific focus related to her long-term career goals.  
 
Yifan started working in my lab in January of 2019 with intermittent breaks for her clinical 
duties. In that short time she has made great strides in acquiring the skills she will need to 
complete the work described in her proposal, in particular the very technical microvascular 
manipulations required to produce focal transient ischemic infarctions in mice. She learns 
quickly, and after a brief tutorial, she was able to perform these surgeries with reproducible 
success. She has also refined and optimized several of the techniques we use regularly in 
the lab to fit the needs of her experiments. Her promising preliminary data provided in this 
application, all of which she generated herself in a short few months, are intriguing and 
suggest that GPR39 may modulate ischemic brain damage in a sex-specific manner. The 
role of GPR39 in blood flow regulation and cerebral ischemia has not been investigated. If 
her preliminary evidence is confirmed, then GPR39 ligands could be used as novel 
therapeutic agents for stroke and other cerebrovascular and neurological disorders. Yifan 
and I have identified the resources she will need to successfully conduct other aspects of 
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her studies, including tissue analysis and imaging, and I have arranged for her access to 
these resources.  
 
I am impressed with Yifan’s ability to take direction and work independently with limited 
oversight to achieve her goal. She performs at a level I would expect of a senior 
postdoctoral fellow, and I am committed to mentoring her to become a successful 
independent physician scientist. To this end, I will ensure that she gets at least one first-
author publication from her fellowship work, as well as author one review on a topic related 
to her interests by the end of fellowship. Towards the end of her residency, we will work 
together to transition her to more independent research funding by obtaining a K-level 
award. I will help her identify senior mentors in the pain field, and work with them to develop 
Yifan’s K application and help her transition from a resident scholar to a faculty member. 
 
I will also ensure that she presents her original work at local, national, and international 
meetings such as the ASA, the AUA/IARS meetings, and the topical stroke, neuroscience 
and cerebral blood flow conferences. I recognize Yifan as someone who has demonstrated 
resourcefulness in seeking mentorship, solving problems, and devotes herself to being an 
excellent colleague to other members in my group. Additionally, she has already made 
strides to become a young emerging researcher among the neurovascular community, 
being the only MD and U.S. scientist invited to attend the inaugural Cajal Neurovascular 
Intensive in Neurovascular Coupling and Brain Homeostasis in May 2019, hosted by the 
leaders in our field to recognize, train, and create camaraderie among the next generation 
of leading investigators. 
 
I am excited to serve as Yifan’s mentor. Her career potential is outstanding. She is hard 
working, engaged and undaunted by obstacles. I hope that you will join me in supporting 
Yifan by awarding her a FAER Research Fellowship Grant. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 

 
Nabil J. Alkayed, MD, PhD 
James Metcalfe Chair of Cardiovascular Medicine 
Professor, Anesthesiology & Perioperative Medicine 
Director of Research, Knight Cardiovascular Institute 
Oregon Health & Science University 
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July 24, 2019 

 

Foundation for Anesthesia Education and Research 

1061 American Lane 

Schaumburg, IL  60173-4973 

 

 

Dear Committee members, 

 

It is my distinct pleasure to write this letter of commitment for Dr. Yifan 
Xu's application for a FAER Research Fellowship Grant.  I have closely 
followed Dr. Xu’s development since she joined our program as an Oregon 
Scholar and meet with her frequently to discuss her progress and career 
development. I continue to be impressed by her resilience, sense of humor, 
analytical capabilities, and vivid passion to explore unsolved questions in 
our field. Dr. Xu’s scientific brilliance, clinical acumen, and natural 
leadership skills clearly position her as a future leader in our specialty.  

Dr. Xu arrived at OHSU with an established history of productivity in basic 
neuroscience research. During high school she engaged in research at the 
University of Minnesota while carrying a full course load. Her work 
investigating whether triplet-repeat disorders cause neurodegeneration 
through altered proteasome-ubiquitin interactions resulted in a publication 
on which she is second author. During her undergraduate studies at Duke 
University, Dr. Xu won scholarships from the Howard Hughes Medical 
Institute and the National Science foundation. She initially used advanced 
intrinsic signal imaging to investigate the interaction of blood flow and 
olfactory glomeruli activation. The untimely death of her mentor forced a 
change of direction, so she completed her senior thesis in an invertebrate 
nociception lab within the Duke Department of Anesthesiology. The 
experience not only triggered a lasting passion for the investigation of 
mechanisms of chronic pain, but also won an institutional award for Dr. 
Xu’s work detailing nociception in DEET avoidance. She subsequently 
published on the evolutionary necessity of nociception in parasite 
avoidance. Dr. Xu stayed committed to basic science research and joined 
the renowned Cornell/Rockefeller/Sloan-Kettering Tri-Institutional MSTP 
Program to complete her PhD thesis work in Dr. Cori Bargmann’s 
laboratory of Neural Circuits and Behavior. Her work culminated in  



manuscripts published in Nature and Neuron. Staying committed to the investigation of pain, 
Dr. Xu chose a career in anesthesiology as she completed her medical school training. We 
were fortunate to recruit her into the innovative Oregon Scholar’s Program, one of the first 
programs developed to train the next generation of academic anesthesiologists committed to 
forwarding patient care through scientific research.  The Oregon Scholar's Program 
curriculum affords its members with 18 months of protected time for conducting mentored 
research. Dr. Xu currently serves as Chief Resident within the Oregon Scholar's Program.   

Dr. Xu has chosen a fantastic research mentor in Dr. Nabil Alkayed. Working with Dr. 
Alkayed, I will serve as co-mentor to ensure that Dr. Xu achieves success as she pursues the 
dual career of a physician-scientist. I will meet with Dr. Xu at least monthly to review her 
progress and continue to guide her career development. I will ensure her continued 
connection to her clinical peer group and enrich her experience by inviting her to join me in 
reviewing manuscripts in areas adjacent to her research project. 

I strongly support Dr. Xu’s application for a FAER Research Fellowship Grant.  Support from 
FAER will allow her to continue her growth as a physician-scientist and neuroscience 
researcher. I have no doubt that she will develop into an excellent academic 
anesthesiologists, who will pay back this investment many times as a future leader in our 
field. 

Please do not hesitate to call on me to provide additional information on this outstanding 
young physician. 

Sincerely, 

 

Ines P. Koerner, MD PhD 
 



 
 

July 28, 2019 
 

To: FAER Grant Committee 

Re: Yifan Xu, MD, PhD 

 
Dear Research Committee Members, 

 
It is with great enthusiasm that I lend my support to Dr. Yifan Xu and her 
application for the FAER Research Fellowship Grant. Yifan is a truly gifted 
physician and has great potential to become an outstanding clinician-scientist. 

 
I have had the pleasure of working with Yifan during her rotations in the 
Neuroscience ICU and during her neuroanesthesia rotation in the operating room. 
It has been a delight to watch her rapidly grow into an independent clinician and 
providing high quality anesthesia care to her patients. I also had the opportunity to 
have several career discussions with her and discussions regarding her research 
ideas. Yifan is an exceptional individual with a rare talent of being prolific 
generating interesting ideas. Her thinking is innovative, out of the box, and at the 
same time, focused, and based on solid scientific foundation and knowledge. The 
breadth and depth of her knowledge are truly impressive, along with an 
everlasting source of enthusiasm and energy. She demonstrated to be a self- 
starter. Specifically, I have been very impressed with how Yifan has navigated her 
research goals during her early career. 

 
Yifan came to us after successfully completing the MSTP program through the 
Tri-institutional Cornell/Rockefeller University where she did her PhD thesis in 
C. elegans neural circuits and behavior. Because of her interest in chronic pain, 
she elucidated the different downstream circuits that transmit an acute pain signal 
versus sustained pain signal from a DRG-like neuron. Then, using the nociceptive 
behavior from activating these DRG-like neurons as an output system, she 
transgenically placed ectopic receptors into this neuron in order to identify ligand- 
receptor pairs. Her creativity, passion, and success has won her several awards 
during her MD/PhD, the most eminent of which is the Paul and Daisy Soros 
Fellowship for New Americans. 

 
Though C. elegans is an exceptionally powerful system due to its genetic 
tractability and its simple sensory to behavior circuitry, Yifan recognized that in 
order to meet her goal of becoming a translational scientist, she needed more 
experience with mammalian research. In particular, she noticed that while there 
were plenty of researchers working on the neuropathology of pain disorders, no 
one was working on the neurovascular coupling component of pain disorders. In 
order to study blood vessels, she decided to work on a mammalian model that was 
genetically tractable but also had an established system of vascular research. 

 
I will acknowledge that the Department of Anesthesiology at OHSU did not have 
the smoothest transitions of leadership when Yifan was searching for a mentor. 
However, while many individuals lost focus during this period of instability, 
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Yifan stepped into her role as the Chief Resident of Research and not only 
continued to drive her own mentor search but also made sure she supported more 
junior residents to find their own mentors. In choosing to join Dr. Nabil 
Alkayed’s lab, she is able to study neurovascular coupling in the context of stroke 
by inducing focal transient cerebral ischemia using the technically challenging 
middle cerebral artery occlusion technique (MCAO). P-450 eicosanoids have long 
been implicated to modulate ischemic outcomes, and is the main focus of Dr. 
Alkayed’s lab. Reading the most recent literature in the field, she hypothesized 
that the newly deorphaned P-450 eicosanoid receptor, GPR39, plays a role in 
modulating infarct size and that the transgenic knock out mice for this receptor 
(GPR39 KO) will have sex-specific changes in infarct size compared to their 
wild-type littermates. Her work will thus add to our understanding of how 
vasoactive substances can alter neurovascular coupling to affect neural damage. 
Since she plans to eventually take her vascular expertise back into the pain field, 
studying P-450 eicosanoids will provide a solid foundation for her future in basic 
pain research since these molecules are also implicated in pain transduction. 

 
After her remaining 12 months of resident research fellowship and an 
interventional pain fellowship, Yifan plans to combine her neural circuit and 
neurovascular coupling expertise to work towards becoming an independent 
investigator. To support this transition, she plans to apply for seed funding 
available through OHSU including the Medical Research Foundation, the Collins 
Medical Trust or the institutional K12 grant mechanisms. The model system and 
preliminary data generated from the work described here will also be used in a 
longer-term to apply for a national transitional award such as a FAER MRTG, 
NIH K08, or possibly an NIH K99/R00. I have no doubt that the work described 
in this proposal will result in a first author manuscript that will be submitted for 
publication, and that she will be successful in achieving her goal as an 
independent Anesthesiologist-investigator. I look forward to seeing her present 
her high-quality research at national and international conferences such as the 
ASA and AUA/IARS. I support Yifan’s application for the FAER RFG whole- 
heartedly, and I have no doubt she will become a national leader in anesthesiology 
research. The energy, passion and intellect that Yifan brings in everything she 
does are truly exceptional, including a high level of maturity, high analytical and 
technical skills, ability to learn quickly, allowed her to developed a clear research 
agenda that is unusual among residents at this stage. She is passionate about and 
committed to discover new central mechanisms of chronic pain approaching the 
question from a radically new perspective. Given her prior training and current 
training plan, she is well-positioned to bring new knowledge into the complex 
mechanisms involved in chronic pain. Furthermore, her resilience and 
determination will make her successful in overcoming barriers and challenges. 
She is a rising star in our specialty, and ready to dedicate her career to discovery. 
This award would be an extraordinary opportunity to allow an exceptionally 
talented and an emerging physician-scientist to succeed in a field that has 
extremely high need for research and improvement. I encourage you to give her 
application the highest consideration. 



Sincerely, 
 
 
 

Miriam Treggiari, MD, PhD, MPH 
Endowed Professor and Vice Chair for Clinical Research 



Jeffrey Kirsch, MD   Department of Anesthesiology 
Professor 
Associate Dean, Faculty Affairs 
Senior Medical Director, Perioperative Services 
Vice Chair, Faculty Development 

Chair Emeritus, Anesthesiology & Perioperative Medicine 
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July 19, 2019 

Dear FAER Research Committee Members, 

It is my pleasure to enthusiastically support Dr. Yifan Xu’s FAER Research Fellowship Grant 
application.  Yifan joined our department following successful doctoral training in the Tri-Institutional 
Cornell/Rockefeller University MD/PhD Program. There, because of her stellar record of achievement 
and her potential to be a physician-scientist leader, she was one of 30 graduate students among thousands 
of applicants nationally and across all disciplines, to be funded by the Paul and Daisy Soros Fellowship 
for New Americans. During her PhD, she published impressive papers in Nature and Neuron, using 
nociceptive behavioral output and calcium imaging to demonstrate receptor-ligand pairing through 
transgenic expression of ectopic receptors in the C. elegans  DRG-like neuron. As a clinician, she 
demonstrates outstanding dedication, empathy, and thoughtful care towards all of her patients. She brings 
a remarkably positive attitude to any clinical encounter or research problem. She is an wonderful asset to 
OHSU’s anesthesiology residency, and I am proud to support her as enters the next stage of her training 
as a clinician scientist. I believe that she has the knowledge, skill, resilience and attitude to be very 
successful. 

Yifan was accepted into the OHSU Oregon Scholars Program (OSP). The OSP was created in 2006 as 
one of the first innovative 48-month curriculums that support the development of clinician-scientists in 
anesthesiology. It is highly competitive, with only one position available annually. While a great deal of 
self-selection occurs, the OSP routinely attracts more than 100 applications for the Research Scholar 
position each year. As part of the OSP, Yifan has 18 months of protected time for research. She has used 
the first 6 months to familiarize herself with the literature, become comfortable with maintaining 
transgenic mice, learn advanced microvascular surgical and imaging techniques that are necessary to 
conduct her experiments, and generate preliminary data for her hypothesis in preparation for writing this 
grant proposal. During Yifan’s protected research time, her clinical duties are minimal; she is guaranteed 
at least 80% of her professional effort to be directed towards research. As a member of the OHSU 
Department of Anesthesiology, Yifan will have unrestricted access to the facilities and staff that support 
the Department’s research enterprise. 

As her research mentor, Yifan sought out Dr. Nabil Alkayed, who enthusiastically invited her to join his 
lab. Dr. Alkayed is the James Metcalfe endowed Professor of Anesthesiology and Director of Research 



for the Knight Cardiovascular Institute. In his position, he has great administrative support and no 
teaching responsibilities, making him an ideal mentor for a research fellowship. Dr. Alkayed currently 
holds two R-01 awards as well as institutional awards for his work on the role of P-450 eicosanoids in 
stroke. This is a topic that Yifan is passionate about, as she is dedicated to learning blood vessel biology 
and bringing neurovascular coupling expertise into pain research. In addition to Dr. Alkayed, Yifan has 
asked her long time clinical mentor, Dr. Ines Koerner, a Professor in Anesthesiology and senior clinician-
scientist in the department, to serve as her co-mentor. Yifan has assembled a powerful team of mentor and 
co-mentor who are committed to her success.  

Dr. Alkayed’s area of expertise is in understanding the molecular factors that modulate stroke outcomes. 
He has developed and utilized state of the art genetic models, surgical techniques, and imaging modalities 
to probe this topic in-vivo. Much to her credit, Yifan knows that in-vivo mammalian models remains a 
weakness in her training path to becoming a translational scientist, and by joining Dr. Alkayed’s lab, she 
will complete this additional training. While doing so, she will be investigating the effect of deleting 
GPR39 on stroke size in-vivo, a novel study since GPR39 is the first receptor found for P-450 
eicosanoids. The implications for this work on neurovascular coupling and disease are far-reaching, since 
P-450 eicosanoids are active not only in stroke but also in pain. Her work has the potential to generate
pharmaologic targets for these disorders. The training she is receiving and the question she is
investigating will launch Yifan towards becoming an independent investigator in anesthesiology.

Though I am no longer on staff at OHSU, I continue to hold the title as Chair Emeritus at OHSU.  When I 
stepped down as Chair, the two research Vice Chairs decided to leave OHSU.  Despite what looked like a 
desperate situation for Yifan and other young aspiring clinician scientists, Yifan skillfully assembled a 
strong mentorship team and proposed an innovative project that is congruent with her interests in 
neurovascular coupling.  Fortunately for Yifan, OHSU School of Medicine is committed to sustaining 
scholarship in Anesthesiology and recently hired Dr. Selva Baltan to become Vice Chair for Research. 
Recruited from the Cleveland Clinic, Dr. Baltan’s own research in stroke aligns well with Yifan’s 
proposal. The department, through Dr. Alkayed’s laboratory support, will give Yifan the tools necessary 
to achieve success as an anesthesiology-scientist. I ask that you join me in supporting Yifan’s scientific 
proposal and her career ambitions. I have every expectation that Yifan will be successful. 

Thank you, 

Jeffrey R. Kirsch MD FASA 
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RModulation of microvascular blood flow and 
stroke outcome via GPR39 

FAER Grants - Fall 2019 Application:  Evaluation Summary 
 
Grant Critique 

 

STRENGTHS - Principal Investigator (Candidate) 
Primary Reviewer: • Outstanding MD/PhD through Cornell/Rockefeller University’s MSTP program, with an 
established history of productivity in basic neuroscience research. 
• Excellent publication record from both undergraduate and PhD studies: co-author publications in Current Biology, 
Neuron and Nature.  
• Numerous awards, including scholarships from the Howard Hughes Medical Institute and the National Science 
foundation, Paul and Daisy Soros Fellowship for New Americans. 
• Member of Oregon Scholars Program which guarantees 18 months of protected time for conducting mentored 
research. She serves as Chief Resident within the Oregon Scholar's Program. 
• She is the only MD and U.S. scientist invited to present in the Cajal Neuroscience Program in Bordeaux in May 
2019. 
Secondary Reviewer: • Appealing trajectory in terms of research starting with undergraduate focus on 
modulation of pain neural circuits via non-opioid methods at Duke, MSTP training in coding acute and chronic pain 
neural circuits at Weill Cornell, and current research-intensive anesthesia residency program at OHSU focusing on 
neurovascular injury with a long term goal of exploring neurovascular aspects of pain.   
• In spite of a challenging/ambitious project involving an MCA stroke model in mice and optical microangiography 
(OMAG),  she has developed substantial experience in the techniques necessary for the proposed work and will be 
using the FAER grant to hone her skills towards future projects that will allow her to develop her K and R grants 
• Has clearly worked with her OHSU mentor Dr. Nabil Alkayed, highlighted by very strong and supportive 
statements in the Mentorship Plan that highlight consistent interactions towards developing this admittedly 
ambitious project in order to ensure her success. There are not current publications or abstracts from this 
relationship yet, but given the type of project that is to be expected.  
• Good-excellent record of publications throughout: 7 peer-reviewed publications but only 1st author that is 
actually a practice guideline. However note co-authorships in Nature, Curr Biol, Neuron, JBC.  
• Clear commitment to personal growth evident from the extensive investment of time/effort in neurosciences in 
general (undergraduate research, MSTP, and resident research programs) 
• Letters of support highlight commitment to neuroscience and pain research (here focused on neurovascular injury 
as a model) 
• Overall, very high potential to complete her RFG and develop a near-future FAER MRTG, AHA grant or a K08 as she 
heads towards an independent bench research path 

 
WEAKNESSES - Principal Investigator (Candidate) 
Primary Reviewer: • No first-author research paper. 
Secondary Reviewer:  

 
STRENGTHS - Career Goals & Objectives, Career Development Plan, 
Mentoring Plan 
Primary Reviewer: • The candidate is interested in neurovascular mechanisms in chronic pain. She is looking for 
vascular biology training to complement her PhD expertise in neural circuits and nociceptive behavior. 
• The career development plan is well planned with clear goals and objectives. 
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• The mentoring plan is realistic and balanced.  
• Rigor and Transparency has been addressed. 
Secondary Reviewer: • Appropriate ongoing clinical training in anesthesiology combined with longstanding 

bench research that is largely neuroscience based.  
• Career goals of academic anesthesia with focus on neurovascular pain mechanisms appropriate to past interests, 

ongoing training, and clinical training  
• Oregon Scholars Program is a very nice path towards accomplishing pre-faculty goals, generate sufficient data and 

“hit the ground running” for an NIH K08 or even K99/R00 (quite competitive) or even an internal K12 grant  
• Alignment with mentors such as Drs. Nabil Alkayed and Ines Koerner provides synergistic mentoring in bench and 

translational work  
• Excellent likelihood of developing her own research niche in this area  
• Strong, well-described plan to further develop necessary skillsets in the stroke model and its characterization, 

OMAG for neurovascular imaging, KO models etc. and for didatics  
• Plans for professional development are well-described, and are internally consistent between candidate goals and 

mentors’ plans  
• Team mentoring plans are outstanding and appropriate to PI’s interests and goals.  
• Assessment plan is well-described 
• Rigor and transparency explicitly addressed 

 
WEAKNESSES - Career Goals & Objectives, Career Development Plan, Mentoring 
Plan 
Primary Reviewer: None. 
Secondary Reviewer:  

 
STRENGTHS - Research Plan 
Primary Reviewer: • Investigating the role of GPR39 in regulating infarct size after focal transient cerebral 
ischemia is of scientific premise. 
• It is technically challenging to induce focal transient cerebral ischemia in mice using the middle cerebral artery 
occlusion model. In this regard, the applicant is technically competent.  
• The experimental design is laid out clearly, and appropriate for the period of 1 year. 
• Sex difference is considered in the study design. 
• Alternative approaches and pitfalls have been considered. 
• The research plan is related to the applicant’s research career objective – to study neurovascular mechanisms in 
chronic pain. 
Secondary Reviewer: • Clinically significant problem of poor stroke outcomes in spite of advances in 
management and preventative strategies. Here the focus on microvascular dysfunction distal to the 
reopened large vessels is a valid target, given the mechanisms regulating microvascular flow are still 
being explored, likely complex and make for a nice niche for career development in an important area  
• Strong premise for lipid signaling molecules such as P450 eicosanoids in blood flow regulation and post-
stroke ischemic injury. Here, the concept that EETs are dilatory but HETEs are constrictive is also 
supported by prior data 
• Novelty lies in the focus on a newly-identified receptor GPR39 that is a dual sensor of EETs (inhibiting) 
and HETEs (stimulating) that can thus signal based on the balance between these agents. Accordingly, 
identifying the effects of GPR39 in post-stroke microvascular flow is novel and exciting.  
• The focus on sex differences in the role of GPR39 is particularly appealing given sex differences in stroke 
outcomes, and is a perhaps unique (even if somewhat premature) feature of this proposal  
• Testable hypotheses that GPR39 is contributory to microvascular dysfunction, and to sex differences 
• Aim 1: Determine role of GPR39 in ischemic brain injury after stroke using an MCA occlusion model for 
focal transient ischemia applied to male vs. femal GPR39 KO mice and WT controls. Appropriate 
characterization of physiological parameters, stroke size and features etc.  
• Aim 2: Determine if GPR39 alters functional outcome by controlling microvascular blood flow. Here the 
use of OMAG and functional sensorimotor behavior tests is elegant  
• Carefully considered statistical model  
• Supporting preliminary data showing feasibility of the MCAO model, and GPR39 role. Given the 
challenges of the surgical model, this is appealing for an RFG.  
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• Excellent attention to potential problems/limitations/alternative approaches
• Careful attention to rigor and reproducibility

WEAKNESSES - Research Plan 
Primary Reviewer: • Limited preliminary data, but understandable since the candidate just started in her
mentor’s lab for 6 months. 
Secondary Reviewer: • Would be good to consider staining (or ISH) for GPR39 to demonstrate that is
largely/exclusively the microvasculature in the MCA territory that expresses this receptor. 
• Would be good to additionally phenotype the KO mouse for systemic vascular and renovascular
problems

STRENGTHS - Mentor(s) 
Primary Reviewer: • The primary mentor, Dr. Nabil J. Alkayed, is an expert in the field of vascular
biology and neuroscience.  
• Co-mentor, Dr. Ines P. Koerner, is a physician-scientist and practicing neurointensivist, maintains an
active translational neuroscience research program.
• Both mentors have extensive mentorship experience.
Secondary Reviewer: • Dr. Alkayed is Professor of Anesthesiology and Chair and Director of Research at
the Knight CV Institute at OHSU. He is highly recognized for his work on vascular biology and neuroscience 
and is a well-funded clinician-scientist as well as a sought-after mentor. His group initially identified the 
GPR39 receptor and its function  
• Dr. Koerner is Professor of Anesthesiology and Neurosurgery at OSHU and brings expertise in microglia
and neurotoxicity as well as neurological outcomes .
• The mentors have each outlined their full and unconditional support of candidate and her professional
development during and beyond the RFG

WEAKNESSES - Mentor(s) 
Primary Reviewer: None.
Secondary Reviewer:  

STRENGTHS - Environment, Resources and Institutional Commitment to the 
Candidate 
Primary Reviewer: • Research environment at Oregon is well suited for successful completion of the
studies. 
• Strong institutional commitment as evidenced by 18 months of protected research time.
Secondary Reviewer: • Outstanding resources at OHSU.
• The Oregon Scholars program is very appropriate for the PI and her plans
• Chair letter is very strong and underlines commitment to the candidate’s professional development, contribution of
protected, non-clinical time (80%). The department is fully invested in the PI’s future beyond residency

WEAKNESSES - Environment, Resources and Institutional Commitment to 
the Candidate 
Primary Reviewer: None.
Secondary Reviewer: 
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Yifan Xu, M.D., Ph.D. 
RFG 
Modulation of microvascular blood flow and stroke 
outcome via GPR39 
Oregon Health and Science University 

FAER Grant – Fall 2019 
Summary Comments 
This is an outstanding application from a resident physician proposing to study the role of GPR39 in the modulation of 
microvascular blood flow and stroke outcome. The specific focus is on whether GPR39 modulates infarct size after stroke in a 
sex-specific manner, whether microvascular circulation is modulated by GPR39 during ischemic conditions and whether this 
changes functional outcomes after stroke. The applicant has tremendous scientific experience, an appealing trajectory of basic 
neuroscience research training, and excellent publication record from both undergraduate and PhD studies. Additional 
strengths identified include the balanced mentoring team, well-developed career and mentoring plans, strong support from 
Department Chair, great institutional support with protected research time, and carefully designed research plan that is relevant 
to the applicant’s long-term career goal. There are minor concerns about the lack of first-author research publications and 
preliminary data on using optical microangiography to measure microvascular blood flow changes. Overall, this is an 
outstanding application endorsed by the review committee with great excitement and enthusiasm. 
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